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By Ruth S.Intress
~time we have a guaranteed 25
Project Consejo received $2,321 students who will act as tutors. Any
at the ASUNM Senate ty1eeting student who wants to tutor can •.
Wednesday night, and a resolution The program is not limited just to
for the ASUNM Senate to endorse Chicano studies.''
the marijuana · decriminalization .
Concerning the disturbance on
activities of NORML failed in
the Senate floor last week, ASUNM
voteof6-7-2.
President Damon Tobias said,
Consejo, which bas · made its "Most of the people here with
main objective for the year be to Project Consejo last week were not
tutor students in the high schools, . members of Consejo. What
was appropriated the $2,321 after a happened last week was part of a
brief questioning period from the power struggle in Chicano studies."
Senate.
Causing a large controversy at
Diane Naranjo, a former Wednesday's Senate meeting was a
Consejo coordinator said, "At t_his resolution written by Sen. George

a

Coston endorsing tire activities of
NORML in the decriminalization
of marijuana, The resolution states
facts about the cost to tax payers
for each arrest for possessing one
ounce or less of marijuana, and lists
the states that have already passed
.Jaws to decriminalize marijuana
users.
Sen. David Rupp said, "You
don't have to be a user of
marijuana
to
support this
resolution. In light of the costs for
arresting people for only one ounce
df marijuana, it should be passed."
One of the strongest advocates
·--- .,
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,•.•~After nearly an hour of debate, a
roll-call vote was taken which
en(ied in a tie. The tie was broken
Wi\h a vote against the resolution by
Vi~e President Dorothy Davidson.
Davidson said, "This resolution is
gre~tly going to affect our image as
a Lfpiyersity to the legislature."
A(fter Senate ajourned, Sen.
Ste~e Shriver, a supporter of the
·· ·· · • "'reso1ution said, "It will be brought
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against the · bill was Sen. Celia
Knight. "I don't think the
decriminalization of marijuana
should be an issue for UNM. It will
only hurt our position with the
legislature, and our lobbying efforts for more money,'' she said.
Rupp said, "Worrying about the
legislature is relevant but by passing
this resolution we are saying we are
concerned about teenagers who are
getting criminal records from
smoking marijuana. They don't get
criminal records for drinking which
is just as illegal for them."
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up again, and the next time it will
pass because there will be more of
the Senators here to support it,''
Louis Tempkin, the coordinator
9f the Office of Research and.
Consumer Affairs (ORCA), said,.
''We will be conducting a survey in
the next two weeks to find out what
the
students
feel
about
decriminalization of marijuana. We
will poll approximately 250
students at 10 different locations."
Tempkin said he is conducting
the survey on the request of Sens.
Knight and Shriver. The results of
the poll will be presented at the next
Senate meeting Wednesday, Oct.
20.
In other Senate action:
-IFC Panhellinic was funded
$1150,
-A · Censure Act was passed
which would deny a Senator from
voting if he or she missed three or
more Senate or committee
meetings.
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·No Longer Sole Supporter

U. Cuts Quito Funds
By Dolores Wood

)

lot that the University needs," he center to all the New Mexican
UNM' s administration has ·said. He said the Biology depar- universities. The proposal would
decided that the University will no tment had asked for a new machine require the universities involved in
longer be the sole provider of funds that .cost $55,000 but the ad- the center to pay an amount
for the Andean Study and Research ministration had to refuse the proportional to the students
Center in Quito;" Ecuador, said request tiecause the University did participating in the center. "We do
UNM Provost Chester Travelstead. not have the money.
not know yet, whether these
Unless other New Mexican
The departments at UNM resent universities will agree to this
universities agree to help support being refused money when they proposal," he said. "If the other
. the center, it wiH close, he said.
know the University is sending universities do agree to the
The budget for the center is $60,000 of the main ¢ampus' proposal, .the center will run next
about $100,000, but the money the money to the Andean Center, he year, if they do not, the center will
.
close ....
center takes in is only about said.
$30,000, he· ,said,. The center " "We just don'.t feel it is fair to "" "Eventually,' we· hope that the·
receives about $20,000 in tuition, other campus departments to take credit hours that are taken at. the
and about $11 ,000 from Northern money from the main campus center will be supported by the
llliriois University (NIU) because departments 'and send the money to legislature, as they are not now,"
Quito," he said.
hesaid.
NIU sends some students there.
The number· of students the
The Board of Educational
University sends to the center has Financeagreedtolistthefundsfor
been declining while the funds the the center in a line item in .the
University sends it have stayed the· budget the board sends to th~ New
same. "Even though the number Of
Legislature. by
A line
item, ifState
if. approved
the
UNM students has gone from about ·Mexico
SO to about 27, the building costs legislature, would earmark funds
and teacher costs remain about the directly to the ~enter.
But because the other universities
By Tim Higgins
same," he said. "If the number of
refused
to
commit
their
funds,
the
Despite its widespread support
students had stayed at 40 or 45 at
least, we probably could have board dropped any mention of the from health organizations and
center from its budget.
colleges across the state, UNM's
funded the center a while longer.''
Travelstead said he has proposed proposed graduate program in
"The sixty thousand dollars
UNM sends to Quito could buy a a funding sy~tem outside for the nursing· has repeatedly failed to get
necessary approval from the state's
Board of Educational Finance
(BEF). Efforts to establish the
program are now stalled for at least
a year, until the BEF meets again.
The ac'ting dean of UNM's
Coll~ge of Nursing, Marion·Fleck;
said "I'm very disappointed that
circumstances both within UNM
and with the BEF have prevented
full approval of the proposal as it
was presented to and approved by
the UNM faculty and regents. The.
great need for a master's program
in our state has been documented.
We find it particularly acute in
relation to the lack of qualified
faculty in the associate degree and
practical nursing programs in our
state. Many faculty do· not yet have
a master's degree, and they're
anxiously looking toward UNM to

BEF unw1•11•·lng to· A pprove
Gr·adu.at·· e N;urst·ng ·Program
Chester Trat~elstead

very carefully," she ~aid, "but we
had hoped the need for this
program would be as obvious to
everyone else as it is to nurses. We
have a great many letters of support
from other schools across the state,
clinical agencies, hospitals and
directors of nursing.''
Another factor which may have
worked against the approval ofthe
program is the recent inclusion of
•·nursing graduate studies in the
Western Interstate CommissiQn on
Higher Education (WICHE)
cooperative program. This enables
New Mexican students to attend
participating out-of-state colleges
while paying only resident tuition.
· The state of New Mexico pays the
difference between resident and
non-resjdent tuition for these
students."
. Fleck, however, said she didn't
think the WICHE program was the
answer to the state's nursing
education need. "The problem of
many of our nurses,'' she said, .-is
the problem of women.....:.most of
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Balloon Crossing 7
.~· Balloon crossing .;igns were erected on 1·25 at the
Osuna and Montano intersections yesterday in
f.•repsration for the fifth annual Albuquerque Balloon
Fies~a. The fiesta begins 7:45a.m. tomorrow with the lirst ascent from the Simms Launch Site et the north end of
the 'city. At' 10:~0 a:m. the 8aJioori Fiesta Parade' wiil
begin at the·. fairgrounds and follow Central Ave. to
UNM. The fiesta is in collaboration with the city arts
festit~al (seep. 10).
·

who want to take

health programs, said ''it would be and that some are able to work
instrumental to give further study part-time. "We don't see m'any
to UNM's . proposed master's students who want to take addegree in nursing as weD as the total vantage of the WICHE program,"
'nursing needs of the state.'' It was she said.
the third time in seven months the
Circumstances within UNM that
committee had failed to take .action
may have hurt the proposal's
on the proposal.
chances for approval include the
Fleck said one reason for the
resignation within the last year of
GEF'"& 1·eluctatice· to ap.,rove· the Dr. Robert Kugel, who 'was vice
ePr9sr!:Un.J~ the tise in college costs
president of Health Sci.ences, and
and the projected leveling-off' of Dr. Louise Murray, who was dean.
college ·enrollments. "Any new c·of the College of Nursing.
program is likely to be scrutinized .. : Fleck said, ''Because we're

'·.
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operating with an acting vice
president and an acting dean, we
didn't push as hard as we might
have. We were reluctant to move
ahead with a new program without
some input from the people who
would
eventually
run
the
program."
The effort to establish the
graduate program was begun in
1975 with funds grantedby theW.
Kellog Foundation, which also
helped finance the development of
UNM's School of Medicine. The
grants from Kellog for the
development of the nursing
program have totaled $30,600. This
Continued on Page 6

Jimmy Carter
To Campaign
In Albuquerque·
Democratic presidential nominee
Jimmy Carter is scheduled to
campai&.u ..Jn. ..A tbuquerque today
and will speak at a rally in Civic
. Plaza downtown.
Carter will arrive at Albuquerque
International Airport at 11 :30 a.m.
where he will be welcomed by local
supporters.
He will then be taken downtown
to meet with Southwest Indian
leaders.
At noon, Carter will walk to
Civic Plaza to speak before an
estimated crowd of 5000 to 8000
''"suf)portets ana severa1 ·~tate '
Dem.octadc ~andtdates including
Sen. Joseph Montoya.
Carter is scheduled to leave for EJ
Paso at I :30 p.m.
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Experts Say Carter Wins Round· Tvvo
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By Robert R. Lee
Jimmy Carter won Wednesday's
foreign policy debate according to
early surveys, but the real damage
for President Ford may lie in his
statement about Eastern Europe
saying it was no longer dominated
by the Soviet Union.
Ford also pointed to Portugal,
the Middle East and South Africa
as "American successes" in foreign
policy. Ford said Secretary of Stale
Henry Kissinger "has done a

superb job" in South Africa.
Carter charged that the
Republican
administration's
foreign policy has lost America the
respect and trust of other nations.
Carter also said the American
people have had no voice in the
conduct of foreign policy.
Carter criticized Kissinger, saying
"Mr. Kissinger has been the
President of this country" in the
context of foreign affairs.
Ford
defended
his
ad-

ASUNM PEC and
Speakers Committee
· Presents:

ministration's foreign policy and
jabbed at Carter's lack of experience in this area, saying "You
can debate methods, but there are
two
things
you
can't
debate-experience and results."
Ford· also said Carter has advocated cutting the defense budget,
which, Ford said, would destroy the
position of strength from which the
U.S. has negotiated.
Carter said Ford has made a
"political football" of the defense
budget. Carter said further that
Ford cut the defense budget by $6.8
billion before he fired Secretary of
Defense James Schlesinger, and
then later added most of that
amount back to the budget because
of "political heat" over the
Schlesinger firing.
Carter also said the Ford administration has "clouded our
commitment" to Israel by selling
sophisticated arms to Iran and
Saudi Arabia.
Ford said Saudi Arabia has been
a good friend to the U.S., and that
it is necessary to strengthen lran
since that country borders the
Soviet Union. Ford also said Iran
did not participate in the I 973 oil
embargo.
Asked if he would risk an oil
embargo to promote hurnan rights ·
in the Middle East, Carter said he
would regard another oil embargo
as "a declaration of economic
war." Carter said he would respond
to such an embargo by halting all
sales of equipment, such as aircraft
parts, to the nations involved.
Carter called participation by
American businesses in the Arab
boycott of American Jewish
business an "absolute disgrace."
Carter also said Ford has blocked
legislation to prevent the boycott.
Ford said his is the first administration to initiate anti-trust
action against businesses that

PROGRAM TO INCLUDE STAR TREK HIGHLIGHTS

Eyeglasses &
Contact Lenses

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14,1976
POPEJOY HALL 2SHOWS. 7:00 & 10:00 PM
RESERVE SEATING TICKETS $4.00 and $5.00

at reasonable cost

Casey Optical Co.

AVAILABLE AT:
A.T.A. CORONADO CENTER-883-1080
GENERAL STORE
SUB for Student Dlacount

(N&xt door ro C.usy Rsx11l Drug/
Lomas •t Weshlngton 256-83:29

You Looking
For A Compact,
Convenient Way
To Store Cassettes?

cooperate with the boycott. Ford
said· further that hereafter the
Department of Commerce will
disclose the names of American
companies that participate in the
boycott.
Ford defended the last strategic
arms limitation agreement with the
Soviet Union, saying the U.S. has
"negotiated from a position of
strength."
'
Ford also said America's new
cruise missile would be included in
the next round of arms limitation
talks only if the Soviet Backfire
bomber is also included.
Carter charged that although
Ford has been· in office for two
years, "absolutely no progress" has
been made on the new arms
limitation agreement.
Asked if full diplomatic relations
with China means abandoning
Taiwan and selling military hardware to China, Ford said ChinaTaiwan differences will be settled
peacefully, and that there is no

~

UNM's

policy to sell China or any Communist nation arms.
Referring to President Nixon's
visit to China, Carter said the 1972
opportunity to normalize relations
with China has been "frittered
away under Forfl." Carter also said
he ''would not stand in the way of
the freedom of the people of
Taiwan."
The candidates were also
questioned on these issues:
Panama Canal-Carter said he
would continue to negotiate control
of the Canal Zone with Panama,
and .would consider reducing
military emplacements in the Zone.
Ford said the U.S. "must maintain
complete access" to the canal, as
well as the capacity to defend the
canal. Ford also said. negotiations
would continue.
Vietnam-The candidates agreed
that Vietnam should not be admitted to the UN until there is a full
accounting of Americans missing in
action in southeast Asia.
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Wrights Indian
Trading Post Inc.

Tony Lama And Justin Boots
Stetson And Resistol Hats
Comfy Outer Wear
Gross Suits

Record
Sale

{Since 1907)

Custom And Repair Work Done

J;.

515 Central Ave. NW

Firm Reports To Be Revealed

The Gizmo Store
Sporting Goods
NUM8tR 2

302 Central SW

308 Central

NUMBER 1 418 CENTRAL 5W
843.7550

"Serving U NM For 30 years"

11200 MONTGOMERY NE
~04·20%6

NtiMIItR 3

Auto Council OK's Contract

2132. CENTRAL SE

$12.95

Trading Post

Jewelry
SOOJo Sale

ASUNm
Popubr Entertainment Committee
Presents

$tudents with these

specials

Sale $18.95

·Look at our book bins on
the sidewalk, all the books
you can carry, $1.00.

Ney's

Party
Department

Reg. $22.95

218 Centtal, S.W.

PARIS-An estimated 500,000 workers marched against the government's austerity program Thursday in the largest demonstration since the student-worker rebellion of 1.968 which led to the resignation of
President Charles de Gaulle.
The marches climaxed a 24-hour general strike call against a government program to battle France's 13 per cent inflation through price
and wage restraints.

~

Warm -Up Suits

Tom Davies
. BookShop

Workers March in France

• Love Cards
• Contemporary
Cards
• Personal
Expressions

The Gizmo Welcomes all

Hi's, Low's & Colors

"AU The News Thnt's Fit To Read"

DETROIT-The 175-member United Auto Workers Ford Council·
Thursday overwhelmingly approved an historic contract agreement
with the Ford Motor Co., raising hope 170,000 striking Ford workers
will return to their jobs by fhe end of next week.

, Personalized
Christmas Cards
10% Off
Order Today!

Converse All-Stars

242·0694

Munari Belluno
Hiking Boots

$29.95

PawnShop
Everyday Terrific Bargains
on: Steros, Tape Players,
TV's, Watches, Radios and
Musicial Instruments

Sa~tdia Jewelry

We Do All Type§ Of Repairs

& Loan Co.
517 Central, N. W.

508 Central SW
242-6526

Central SW

Complete
Card
Department

247-4347

514 Central SW

LOS ANGELES-President Ford ordered the Commerce Department Thursday to make public the reports filed from now on by U.S.
companies involved in the Arab economic boycott of Israel.
· Ford's disclosure order would cover only future reports and would
not identify those firms that have complied with the boycott in the
past, as Ford seemed to suggest it would during Wednesday's debate
with Jimmy Carter.
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Leather Shop
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Student Discount
With I.D.
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THE MAY COMPANY
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Fine Indian Jewelry,
pottery and Carvings.

large Selection Of Leather Coats
Available In All Styles

Buy 1 Record At Regular
Price-Get Second One Of
Like Value For Just 1¢.
{Please Bring Ad)
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20°/o .Off

All Levi Lee
Wrangler in stock

20°/o Off

on largest selection of
western shirts in
Albuquerque

10°/o Off.

on all converse all stars
& all other Gym
equipment

20°/o Off

on all western &
leisure suits

• Discounts for
large group
purchases
• Monogramming
• Scented and
decorated
Candles
• Posters
• Plaques
• Incense
• Village Bath
The Card And
Party Shoppe

400 Central. S.W.
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SOUND IDEAS HAS IT!
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Buy three Max ell UD C-90 cassettes at low Sound Ideas
prices and get the styrene cassette storage case free!
Each free storage case has room for a total of twelve
cassettes.
One 'Free For Three' (>ackage- $10.47
(Includes tb~~e UDC.-:::-9.9 _!;;;,t~ss:Jt.es and ..one storage case)

~-

Four 'Free For Three' Packages - $38.52
(Includes twelve UD C-90 cassettes and four storage cases)
Ti. help us serve you better, our listening rooms and audio
experts are available by appointment until 1:OOpm Tuesday
through FrJ<by mornings. Call 292·1188 for ,an appointment.
Open ut.til 8:00pm Monday and Thursday evenings;
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Men's Lined CPO
And
Lined Corduroy
·$·14.99

Tickets Available at: Goldstreet Circus:
Odyssey Records: Genero.l Store:
Albuquerque Ticket Agency, Coronado Center:
Candyman, in Santa Fe; UNm SUB Box Office, For Student Discount.

JCPenney

Special $59.88
Men's Longsleeve
Flannel Shirts
Sm~ll thru Extra-Large
3 For$10.00

25o/o Off
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All Plants And
Plant Bar Accesories
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(Includes Macrame Hangers)
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Men's Leather Coats
Zip Out Lining
Compare At $100.00

410 Central, S.W.

LionQ Boyd
October 17
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DOWNTOWN

Ladies Ski Coats
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Now$15.99
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Daily LOBO

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective

Perspectiv~ Continued
A Comment on Butz' Statement·
'
But Read Editor's Note First

Edito.-ial
0

u

'K

Whose Worl<shop?

'
(Editor's note: Earl Butz' infamous
quote is used in this letter so for
those LOBO readers who would
rather not know what Butz actually
said, be warned and please do not
read this, and if you do read this
please don't write in chastising u~
for printing it again. You don't
have to read it if you don't want
to,)

~i3:

At the end of spring semester, 1976, a group of UNM students heid a
<U
rally and protested five issues, The group, called the Coalition, was concerned about admission requirements, tuition and fees, financial aid and
-ct. tutorial counseling, a junior college, and the rple of ethnic and women's
~ groups at UNM.
0...
Tomorrow the "Priorities for Minorities" Workshop, planned by a
presidential-level Minority Concerns Planning Committee, will be held in
Woodward Hall from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

z

Editor:

The workshop, which was postponed from June 11 and 12 until
tomorro~, will consider admission standards and affirmative action policy.
There w1ll be several UNM officials, state officials and two men from
California talking. Twenty minutes will be spent in presenting position
papers. One hour is planned for general discussion.
While we all know the merit of having distinguished persons give talks
on topics which are of great importance and interest to us, and we reali~e
it is possible to get insight from these persons, we cannot help but wonder.
We ~onder what will really be accomplished at the workshop. All the
state will know that we have, or had, some problem which brought on this
;-vorkshop._ ~ut th_e ~orkshop is so glamorous that it is probably a feather
1n the adm1mstrat1on s cap rather than mud in its face.
From the looks of the brochure detailing the events of the workshop we
believe it .will be a great media event. We also hope that enough work has
gone on 1n the small committee that it will make no difference whether
anything comes of this workshop or not.
We don't wish to condemn this meeting before it begins, rather we urge
students to attend it, learn as much as is possible, record your reactions
yourself, then report your feelings personally to a member of the committee. This workshop has got to be a lot different from what anyone expected it to be, but let's make the best of it.

Earl Butz' "offensive" crack
about blacks .should be repeated
and thought about. John Dean
reported Butz said, "All the
coloreds want is a tight pussy, a
loose pair .of shoes, and a warm
place to shit."
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Chicano Studies Offers Assistance
Editor:
In regards to a letter written by
Lawrence Trujillo in Tuesday's
LOBO, I would like to accept his invitation for some feedback to help
him clarify the disillusionment felt
in regards to Chicano Studies. I
would like to acknowledge the fact
that his letter seemed to be a personal and straightforward account
and that this response is a personal

op1n10n that is shared by others
who are or have been. associated
with Chicano Studies in one way or
another.

Let Punishment Fit the Crime

easily led away from the important
realities because they believe
everything they read or hear.

.

An Exception to Rule?

~pinion

by Garry Trudeau
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Editorial

Board

Edi1or·in-Chicl
Susan Walton
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Managing Editor
Teresa Coin
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Senate Viewpoint
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I was a part of thili category of
misinformed and misdirected
It is apparent that Mr. Trujillo and
students, until I took the time to
others who tend to criticize have find out and take part in Chicano
been informed about "those
Studies. I was enlightened by those
Several committee members are: Mari-Luci Jaramillo, Herb Fernandez
people" through the "backdoor."
who
have fought for the rights and
Alfred Santistevan, Antonio Esquivel, and Henry Casso.
'
For his benefit and the benefit of privileges of students, and those
others who fail to participate for . who constantly devoted time to aid
fear of being stereotyped, I would
others in hopes of creating a more
like to help solve their disillusioned
pleasant University experience. Not
feelings in regards to Chicano
knowing many people in Chicano
Studies.
Studies before I committed myself,
~
I was delighted to discover that the
The purpose of Chicano Studies
By George Coston~ ASUNM Finance Committee Chairman
participants
were
sensible,
and what people associated with it
cooperative, and understanding instrive to do is to provide assistance
dividuals. I found that they were
to
Chicanos and any others who
present.
I
would
rule
out
the
proponents of the importance -of
Former Film Committee Chair- not done in some instances and I
gaining a well-rounded education.
person Rob Baldwin appeared can easily obtain documentation to possibility of the co-signer using in- come to the Center. This assistance
is primarily of an academic,
visible ink.
Furthermore, I learned that not
before the ASUNM Senate on prove this.
In closing, there is, without a cultural, and social kind, one that
Second, even if Mr. Baldwin had
Wednesday, Sept. 29 to answer
being selfish and closed-minded individuals, they were able to help
questions rel<•ting to the Film Com- never read a copy of this memo the doubt, factual evidence to prove helps students obtain a wellmake me realize that you learn
mittee's present deficit of ap- purchase requisition form he must my creeping suspicion that Mr. Rob rounded education. It is really too
about yourself by learning about
proximately $11,205.00.1 would like have surely filled out a few times Baldwin was in violation of certain bad that few are aware of these
qualities,
but
it
is
understandable,
office
procedures.
business
before
his
resignation
is
extremely
other individuals.
to thank Mr. Baldwin for attending
the Senate meeting, but I don't blunt in what one can or cannot do. Perhaps a suitable punishment for because they are not widely
In learning about these inthank him for the way in which he This form states very clearly in big Mr. Baldwin would be subjection to publicized or remembered as the
dividuals
and their organizations,
faults
that
are
occasionally
letters
the five continuous showings of the
bypassed certain business office capital
predictions
on results of certain acpublished
and
indeed
remembered.
procedures in running the Film following-NOTICE: DO NOT film Hotel Ozone or the upooming
tions
taken
by these individuals
It
is
strange
how
people
are
so
Committee. The following facts will PURCHASE ANY GOODS OR [sic] Texas Chainsaw Massacre.
cannot
be
accurate
if they are
SERVICES UNTIL BUSINESS OFexplain just what I am getting at.
based
on
a
reporter's
account or
On Jan. 10, 1975 a memo was FICE APPROVAL HAS BEEN OBwhat
one
"vaguely
remembers
sent to all GSA/ASUNM and in- TAINED. In this case, ignorance of
what happened at a meeting last
dependently funded student the law would be a very lame exy.ear."
Clearly it helps to know both
organizations whose affairs and cuse.
of
the story before we reach a
sides
Third, ASUNM law makes it Editor:
financial records are transacted
conclusion
and criticize.
I wish to express an exception to the statement that NORML's State
through the New Mexico ·union clear that in the case of ASUNM
Anthony Carabajal
Business Office. This memo stated committees and agencies the chair- Political Coordinator made regarding the conservative nature that he
•
that effective Jan. 20, 1975, a new person and one member wishes to portray.
Myself
and
three
other
members
wish
to
express
that
we
are
of
a
radical
designated
by
the
chairperson
who
bookkeeping system would be put'
to
keep
that
nature
established
until
we
are
pass.ed
by in
nature
and
intend
is
not
the
Senate Representative
into operation that required Mr.
time
and
join
the
future
equivalent
of
today's
"silent
majority."
Baldwin and all others concerned shall be the two persons authorized
If it wasn't for the "radicals" of the 60's, we might still be in Viet Nam.
to obtain prior approval from the to spend funds. However, there are
·
business office before he ordered p·•rchase ·requisitions in which So, take that, Alex.
Charles W. Franklin, Esq.
any "educatio'"!al" films. This was only Mr. Baldwin's signature is

I (J()N'f

rem_ark is an attack aimed, not only the ladder is becoming a matter of
agamst the 20,000,000 blacks in this life and death.
country, but against all decent
John Ehrenberg
democratically-minded people. OnAssistant Professor
ce again we have graphic proof
that the cutting edge of attacks on
all of us are attacks on blacks. Once
again we see that the key to our
ability to defend ourselves is our
ability to under~tand that the
defense of those on the bottom of
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News Editor
Joseph Donnelly
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Letters to the editor ...
Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 250 words, .
typewritten and double
spaced.
Sender's name, address and
phone number must be included with· the letter or it
will not be considered for
publication. Names will be
withheld only by agreement
with the editor, in person.
If a letter is from a group,
please include a name, phone
number and address of a
group member.
Advertising Manager

]
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What are we to make of a high
government official who holds such
views? What are we to make of a
President who, while "reprimanding" him, simultaneously says
that he wanted him to remain in office despite his views? And what
<:Jre we to make of a political system
· that permits a man of such views to
occupy a position that enables him
to formulate policies which affect
millions of people throughout the
world?
Make no mistake about it: this

not, there is a UNM soccer club
and city teams that play every Sunday from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Yes, 1
know how startling this must be.
After all, what is soccer compared
to football, rugby, golf or track?
Who cares or has time to play or
watch soccer? Right? WRONG!
Soccer has grown and really built
up in the North. Scholarships are
offered for soccer and high schools
are developing and providing these
players. A're we content to be so
behind?
Right here at our University we
have a soccer club that deserves as
much support and recognition as
any other sport. When traveling to
compete, they provide their own
transportation and pay their own
expenses. With them giving so
much to play, is a little support and
recognition too much to ask?
There is also a women's soccer
club which is trying to encourage
new members and form a league.
Of course, this is even more of a
struggle. As we know, women are
barely coordinated enough to dribble a ball, let alone play soccer. If
you believe this myth, then come
out to the field Saturday mornings
and watch us practice. There must
be something to a sport that gets
us up on a Saturday morning (of
our own free will) after a Friday
night I
Won't you give soccer a chance?
It may not be for everyone, but do

10- 3 Daily Oct. 11 -15
U B Ballroom Lobby

Sponsored by Student Activities

The Cultural Program Committee
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Role of Senate in Economy
Editor:
In response to Mr. Crain's letter
printed in Monday's LOBO, I agree
that deficit spending is not 'bad' in
and of itself; however, Mr. Crain
has not said anything in his letter to
demonstrate that it is appropriate
to the situation at hand, either.
Deficit spending implies that future
students will pay for what is consumed currently. The only way to
avoid that is to continue borrowing;
that, with an institution like the
Senate and ASUNM, could only
end up in a Ponzi scheme.
It does not seerii just to impose
on future students a charge for
something from which they will
derive no benefits. To engage in

UNM Has Soccer Clubs

Ed~~~ss what, UNM? Believe it or

REE

you consider
"everyone"?

yourself

just

Rani Doyon

; ... 1.~'.•.•. 11

deficit spending to finance some
long-range project is one thing. To
finance current operations through
borrowing is quite another.
It might be noted in passing that,
with the possible exception of
wars, the federal government
engages in deficit spending as a
means of altering the economy, not
because they see something that
they just have to buy. I do not
believe that the Senate has yet
gained .a role in our economy of
quite that magnitude.
RobertS. Stacy, Jr.

r Balloon fiesta l
l Aerial l
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Photo Fli~hts '
Pilot and plane 26 hr.
Holds 3 passengers
:1!96-4938/268-7974
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. Oct 10-"Twelfth Nl.ght"

Shakespeo.r's comed_y masterpiece - Russio.-in
color-English dialog

Tickets eve. of Performance Adults $2.00
UNm Students and Staff Jl.SO
Te1277-3121
No Reservations-All films at 7t30
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I've Got Time for One More Round...
By Angela Robbins
Good things don't always come
_g in small packages. Beer drinkers
can now enjoy a can of beer
0
~ containing not 12, but 25 fluid

ounces. Indeed, Australian beer is
attracting sizeable attention.
Brewed, canned and imported
from Melbourne, Australia,
Foster's Lager is a popular brand of

For Your Halloween' Finery
-~·;r.REETLITES

LOTHING
~rXCHANGE

Tues.- Sat. 10- 5:30
'3004 D Central S.E.
SOMETHING

3004 D Central SE
Next to Ddi Cit~·

CROW ABOUT!

PEACE CORPS AND
VISTA ARE
COMING
USE
YOUR
DEGREE
INA
DIFFERENT
WAY.

Australian beer that can be bought
today in many liquor stores
throughout the world.
President of Wisdom Beverage
Importers, Cal Wisdom, said
Foster's Lager has actually been in
the United States for about 10
years, but it was only in 1973 that it
was packaged and marketed in the
larger can. Lacking only seven
ounces from being a quart can,
Foster's Lager beer has increased in
sales almost 10 times since the
change.
Howard Rouse of Southwest
Distributors, 229 Lomas NE,
added, "It's amazing how the
marketing package can change the
path of a product ... immediately the
consumer will buy a product
because of lts different package."
Rouse also said, however, that
although good packaging is important for consumer appeal, a
good product is essential for repeat
business.
And what kind of people keep
buying Foster's Lager? Although it
contains almost a double percentage of alcohol than other beers,
Roster's Lager is enjoyed by a great
cross section of people, from young
to old, from people who. prefer a
light, domestic beer to those who
prefer a heavy, imported beer.
As the popularity of Australian
beers increases, more and more
liquor stores will be making room
on their shelves to acconiodate not
only the size of the beer can, but
that of the consumer's demand.

ON CAMPUS
Oct. 27, 28, 29

INTERVIEWING
'Placement Office
Mesa Vista Hall

INFORMATION TABLE;
Student Union

& Law School

Placement
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:!UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS!
:

CALCULATORS, CB RADIOS
STEREOS & COMPONENTS

!

•

Enclo1e payment In full with order, or rtmlt 20% with ord~r, baiance C.O.D.

•

••:

PLEASE CHECK BOX FOR ITEM ORDERED
CALCULATORS AND CD RADIOS
ADD $2.00 FOR IIANDLING AND SHIPPING

:

•:
e

·gu-·~

:

e!ectrooic

!•

cdruatas

e

WAS

SALE

e 0 SR 52
395 5224 •95
:
c' 100'" "' 55295 5219 •95
• O p • 6 " "'
S
•
e

80
84 95
0. SR-S5 "· .. ' S1
5 59 •95
0 SR· 1A • .. • 5120

:• g
~~t:s~M·.::: : 1 ~~
0 Tl-5040 , ... $150

~ ;~:::

e

•
•

5109 ,95
Above prices Include A/C
C
.
Adaptor/Charger, arrfyontg
Case, and lull one year ac ory

:

'warranty.

•

:

!
•e
:
••
:

......,._..5
Fast Delivery GuarantHd :.
~with certified check only
._... _____ .,_
Pa. resldants add 6% eales tax
e

.
•
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.:
CD
RADIOS.!•

0 CRAIG 4101 •••••••
0 CRAIG 4102 .......
0 CRAIG 4103 .......
0 CRAIG 4104 .......
0 JOHNSON 123A ...
0 Ml OLAND 862 .....
0 Ml OLAND 882 .....
D MIDLAND 388 .....
0 SHARP 700 ........
0 SHARP BOO ........

REG.
5156
·5180
5240
5200
5160
5130
$180
5205
Sl40
S170

SALE
5106.95
5114.95
$149.95
$129.95
599.95
S 89.95
5114.95
5129.95
S 94.95
5109.95

(Add 3% for Credit Card· Orders)

•

REG

e SX-1250 .. .. • .. .. .. • $900 $584

e

•
:

SX-850
SX-750
SX-650
SX-550
SX-450

.............
.. .. • • • .. .. ..
.. .. • • .. • .. • •
• • • • • • .. • .. • •
...... , ..... ,

$500
$400
S300
S250
$200

The Rules Committee of Chicano Studies has made
a proposal on organizational structure and job
responsibilities. Come by the center Fri., Oct. 8 or
Mon.,"()ct, 11 to read it and make recommendations.
Final action on the proposa1 will take place at the
spccitil meeting of the Chicano Studies Policy Comtee Tues., Oct. 12 at 3 p.m. at Chicano Studies. All
interested people w~lcome.
UNM Judo Club will hold its regular meeting on
Sat., Oct. 9 in Rm. 142 of Johnson Gym.
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•
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•
CREDIT C ROS
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814 237 5990

We sound better.
. REG SALE
4400 ...... , ........ $1350 SB79
422° ................ 5 3 ~~ $52 1:

u............ 5 8

57
232s ••
2275 ................ 56:SO $469
22508 • .... • .. • ..... $550 5367
22358 ........ •; ..... 5450 $295
2225 .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. • 5370 $249

Proceeds from a solar house built
by construction volunteers, UNM
civil engineering $tudents and the
Carpenters' Educational Program,
will be donated to the UNM
Medical School for scholarships.
The purpose of the project is to
acquaint pqtential home owners
with the advantage of solar energy,
said Luther Sizemore, executive
director of the New Mexico District
Council of Carpenters. "Secondly,
we will provide scholarships for
medical students through the sale of
the house. Also, these students
must agree to practice part of their
careers in ·one of the sparsely
populated areas of the state."
"Problems·in Civil Engineering,
class 492" at UNM provided a
construction management team for
the house. It worked with job
scheduling, real-estate transactions,
buying and coordination of the
subcontractors and suppliers. The
project manager was graduate
student Larry Greenly. Dr. Glenn
Sears,
professor
of
civil
engineering, directed the students. ·
The house at Comanche and
Moon NE, uses the sun as its source

Beginning Classes

Intermediate Classes

Mon. And Wed. 6-7:30
Carlisle Gym Room 115

Mon. And Wed. 5:30-7:00
Childrens Classes
Tues-And Thurs. 5:30-7:00
1212 Rio Grande N.W.

For Information Call842-9434
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The house will be open to the
public from. 1 to 9 p.m. on weekdays and from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. on
Saturdays and Sundays until Nov.
24.

•••
money pays the costs of consultants
who travel to UNM, and will also
pay the salary of a full-time project
director who will probably be
appointed next semester.
The outline for the program's
curriculum was written by two
consultants from Duke University
in the summer of 1975. It includes
the teaching of nursing, clinical
specialization and management
skills. The program would require
five faculty members of at least the
doctoral level, but would not
require a separate faculty to be
devoted exclusively to the graduate
program. Fleck estimated that the
program would cost about $100,000
by its second ye,ar.
Fleck said she is confident the
program will eventually get the
necessary approval from the BEF.
For·now, she said, "we're going to
continue to plan and to garner
support. We hope to demonstrate
the need for the program to the
extent that the BEF will recognize it
as essential."
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By George Gesner
In the summer of 1974
Albuquerque was blessed with one
of the world's best traditional folkr.ock groups. In the "Passion Play"
concert of Jethro Tull, England's
Steeleye Span played to a very
receptive crowd.
The group is once again on tour
through the U.S. pushing their new
album
"Rocket
Cottage"
(Chrysalis/CHR 1123). In an
exclusive LOBO telephone interview from Denver the group had
hopes
they
would
work
Albuquerque into their schedule.
As it stands now they will not
appear here this year.
The group started their tour in
Denver last week and are playing
this week at the Roxy in Los
Angeles. Other stops on the tour
include Boston, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Toronto, Washington,
D.C. and New York City (Bottom
Line) .
Two weeks ago the group did a
taping on the Mike Douglas show."
Tim Hart, guitarist and vocalist,
said it was quite an experience
seeing how the show was put
together. The United States will get
another chance to see Steeleye Span
as they tape for the "Midnight
Special" this week.
Hart said the group's music is
still based on traditional themes
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Fledgling Eagle Joe Walsh Will Appeat With 8Qnd
The advanced public relations
material, which has come in, advertises Souther as appearing
(another Asylum record musician)
but, there has been no local confirmation of Souther's appearance.

although they are gearing more
towards a harder rock style. When
asked about their music and
whether they were gearing it toward
the pop market, Hart said that they
were still playing what they enjoy.
"We are just as happy to play for
500-600 people. Just so we make
enough money to live on," Hart
added.
Hart said, "We are opening a
new area of music for people to
look to. The areas of music are
getting wider now." Maddy Prior,
vocalist extraordinaire; said the
group was going through a natural
transition in their progression
towards rock.
Steeleye Span, after two years,
brings out a new album that has a
fine line-up that includes Nigel
Pegrum, ex-Gnidrolog drummer;
Rick Kemp, Ex-Hull bassist
(worked with King Crimson, too);
Robert Johnson, ex-guitarist for
P.J. Proby and Gary Glitter; Peter
Knight, one of the best violinists
around; and Hart and Prior.
Prior was proclaimed England'~
#I vocalist by New Musical Express
and Melody Maker. She is the focal
point of the band as she dances and
jigs on the stage as she sings.
Prior said the new album is an
extension of All Around My Hat.
She said they are still doing
traditional themes but putting stress

on different areas.
The first piece on the album is
appropriately titled "London." It's
an excellent rock 'n' roll round of
voices. The piece is reminiscent of
· the traditional number "London
Bridge."
"The Bosnian Hornpipes" is a
short acapella piece with brilliant
Continued on Page 9

ASUNM Speakers Committee

presents

William F. Buckley Jr.
eU ltra Conservative Irish Catholic
oNoted host and debater of "Firing Line"
•Provocative columnist
•Editor-in-chief of National Re1riew
•Author of "Up from Liberalism"
and uRumbles Left and Right"

Topic: "The Problems of Freedom"
Oct. 12 8pm Popejoy Hall UNM
Tickets at SUB: Box Office; The General Store Number 1 on Har-
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THE STORE FOR DIAMONDS

IN CARDINAL PLAZA ~~:?c.,.onodo 2411 San Pedro NE

Of course Souther had a couple of
Eagles backing him upon his last
album ''Black Rose." So. the record
company wants him here.
The Eagles sat in on Walsh's last
album, So What?, supposedly this

Steele~e Spnn Talks: Their, Tour

PERSONAL SERVICE

Majestic

~

.~
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At the dedication of the house
yesterday, Gov. Jerry Apodaca
discussed how groups like the
government, management and
labor could work together.

Number 5 .•. of the 12
Most Beautiful Diamond·
Engagement Rings ·
in the World.
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of heat. The sun's rays are absorbed through collectors attached
to the side of the roof. They then
heat water which is circulated
through hot water coils and a heat
pump. This heat is then fed into the
house.

~

By Orlando Medina
The pre-concert guessing which is
So Bernie Leadon quit the Eagles
going on centers on that question of
and ran off to find himself with
what influence will the Joe Walsh
Ronald Reagan's daughter Patti,
sound have on the country-rock .
what else is new? Apparently Joe music of the Eagles. Walsh has
Walsh is, because when the Eagles always represented the sound of
appear at the UNM arena, Oct. 29, heavier rock and while the Eagles
Walsh will be taking Lead on's have gone in that direction on
place.
occasion (Witchey Woman-first
This change in personnel will Eagles a! bum) the concert might
bring up a pretty important definitely have a heavier rock sound
question before the concert and with Walsh and his noted slide
that is whether the Eagles will guitar.
sound the same without Leaden's
presence. It was Leadon who .
The concert will not be the only
provided most of the strong banjo indication of a new sound for the
playing, vocals and co-writing of Eagles, but as with most concert
many of the Eagles hits. Coin- tours, the idea behind this concert
cidentally the Best of the Eagles will be to push sales of a brand new
album just hit the one million sales Eagles album. The album "Hotel
mark and picked up a platinum California," is scheduled, again
pressing (their fifth).
coincidentally, to be released when
the Eagles tour starts. The new
The Eagles, with a heavy em- album will definitely feather the
phasis from Leadon, have always
nests of the Eagles and Walsh.
been one of the central groups in
country-rock, drawing from their
One act is still up in the air as far
background as back-up for Linda as our beloved homecoming concert
Ronstadt and bassist Randy is concerned an'd that is the possible
Meisner's beginning as bassist for appearance of John David Souther
Poco.·
with the Eagles.
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Solar Home Proceeds
Go to Medical School
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RECEIVERS Add~%forHandllngandShlpplng
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Classes In Mexican Dance
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Engle Lenves
Tnlon-ted Nest

e
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$347
$279
$213
$178
$149
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Ballet Folklorico
De
Albuquerque

e
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Death by Starvation-Let's organize to ease world
hunger. Film strip and discussion Oct. 11, at 3:30
p.m. in Rm. 108, Sociology ~ldg.

•:

SALE

e SX-1050 ............ $700 $469
e SX·950 ............. $600 .$402
•
:

Student Directories may be obtained by students
wit It a valid student ID at the Student Information
Center in the SUB.

•

! STEREO
i
!•
RECEIVERS i•
! ®PIONEER®
i
:

Dr. David Ligon, ornithologist, speaking on "the
adaptive significance of communalily in Green
Woodhoopocs" in Rm. 139, Castettcr Hall, 100·
block of Yale NE, Mon., Oct. 11 at 3:30 p.m. All
students invited •
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Admission $3.50 General Public
$1.50 UNM Students

was the recruitment, and every star
or group is playing on everybody
else's albums.
The Eagles should be an aerie
experience with the addition of
Walsh.

& Album

AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY H.ALL
MMMaail AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
PRESENT

Two Exciting and Amusing Films This Weekend

Saturday, Oct 9 - 7:30

San Francisco
and the Bay Area
Personally narrated by Ed Lark
Adults $2.00- Students and Staff $1 .50 at Door

Sunday Oct 10- 7:30
Shakespear's

Twelfth Night
, -·-- - Made.in Russia
__ ,,_English Dialog- Full Color
Adults $2.00 ·Students and Staff $1.50 at door
Tel· 277-3121
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Germans in Sahara. 7 & 9:15
filmmakers is playing.
7:20 & 9:40p.m.
at 7:30 p.m. Presented by the
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Th eat ets

DON PANCIJO'S-Tonight
shoulcj be the beginning of round
three of Don Pancho's Stanley
Kubrick festival. Call 247-4414 to
see what time Clockwork Orange
showing.

LOUISIANA MAJ;,L-One of the
three films playing at the Louisiana
Mall is Swashbuckler. This PGSUB THEATRE-Tonight Monty
rated pirate story starring Robert
Python's madness comes over the
Shaw and Genevieve Bujold plays
screen in Now For Something
at5,7&9p.m.
Completely Different. Showtimes
THE GUILD-Una Wertmuller's
Neil Simon's Murder by Death, is
are at 7 & 9; 15 as usual.
A
.
.
a whodunit with Alec Guiness,
1
Tomorrow night Bogie, in one of wep . way IS currently S~10wm~.
Truman Capote, Elsa Lancaster,
his toughest roles, leads an Call 265-0220 to see what tlme th1s David Niven Pete Faulk and Pete
American tank crew cut off
the film by one of Europe's best~ Sellers. The' movie doesn't .peter
;;:.::::::::::::::;:::;:;::::;;;;;;;m;;;;;;:;;:::;:::;::::;::::::;:::::::;;:;:::::;::::::::::~;;::=::::....~f out. 7 & 9: 15 p.m. .
Roman Polanski's The Tenant,
another paranoid horror flick. 7:15
&9:30p.m.

s

"The Most
Inexpensive Spirits
To Be Found Anywhere"

Last Mile Ramblers
All Weekend

The third filmattheMPl~zaisa Cult.ural. Program Committee.
disaster spoof called the B1g Bus. Enghsh d1alog.
6:05, 7:45 & 9:35p.m.

LOS ALTOS-Charles Bronson
stars in From Noon 'til Three at
7:25 & 9:40 p.m. If this isn't
enough action for you, they are also
showing Dog Day Afternoon at 7 &
9:35p.m.

CINEMA EAST-Richard Harris
returns for The Return of a Man
Called Horse, an adventure story
set about a century ago in the West.
7:30 & 9:50p.m.
The second movie at the Cinema
East
is a cowboy comedy starring
LOBO-Karen Black and Bette
Lee
Marvin
calied The Great Scout
Davis star in Burnt Offerings, a
horror film reviewed on page 9 of and Cathouse Thursday. 7 & 9.
today's LOBO. 7:05 & 9;05 p.m ..
EASTDALE- Voyage of Sinbad
and Jack and the Beans talk are the
M PLAZA-Manson is one of the
two halves of tonight's G-rated
three films showing at the M Plaza.
double header at the Eastdale.
Everyone knew that sooner or later Sinbad - 7:40, Jack- 9:20.
Hollywood would exploit Charles
Manson's big kill scene for a Bgrademovie. 6;10, 7:45 &9:20p.m. HILAND-Paul Williams stars in
Dog Day,Aflernoon is a thriller Phantom of the Paradise, a rock
about a bank robbery and at- adventure movie. 7:45 & 9:30.
tempted hijacking. AI Pacino was
nominated for an Academy Award ENCORE- Walkabout and Last
for his performance in this one. 5, Days on Earth are probably the
shows at the Encore. In Walkabout
Nicholas Roeg does to Australia
what he did to New Mexico in The
Man Who Fell to Earth. Call 2552221 for more information.

Go 5 Mile.s North of Bernalillo On
1-25 To The Algodones Exit!
867-9983

HOFFMANTOWN-Mel Brook's
comedy western Blazing Saddles is
showing at 7:45 p.m. only.

Drive-ins
TERRACE-A Disney double
feature, The Apple Dumpling Gang
and The Treasure of Matecumbre,
is the fa.re at the Terrace One.
Apple: 7 & 10:45 p.m. Treasure8:45p.m.
The Terrace Two is screening The
Omen, an undated Rosemary's
Baby, and Skyriders. Omen- 7:05
& 10:35 p.ni. Sky-9:05p.m.
DUKE CITY-See Raquel Welch
in Mother, Jugs and Speed at 7 &
10:10 p.m. and Natalie Wood in
Peeper at 8:45p.m.
SILVER DOLLAR-There's a
Burt Reynolds double feature,.
Gator and While Lightning, at the
Silven Dollar One. Gator - 7:05 &
10:50 p.m., Lightning- 9;10 p.m.
One of this year's best films, One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
starring Jack Nicholson, is showing
at the Silver Dollar Two at 7:10 &
9:30p.m.
Last, but not least, the Silver
Dollar Three is showing Let the
Good Times Roll, a rock
documentary, and Royal Flash, a
humorous historical adventure.
Good Times- 8:45 p.m., Flash- 7
& 10:25 p.m.

·~

re)~~W·

THE SUNSHINE downtown
continues the Warner Brothers
classics series with The Roaring
~
Twenties starring James Cagney
and Bogie. Also showing is I Am A
Fugitive From a Chain Gang,
starring Paul Muni and Glenda
The Popular Entertainment
Farrell. Catch Twenties at 2:15 and Committee will sponsor a free
8:15 p.m. and Fugitive at 1, 7 & 10
concert on the Mall this Sunday,
p.m. Changes on Saturday to To Oct. 10. Playing will be Jade and
Have and Have Not, and The Big Flyer.
Sleep, both starring Bogie and
Bacall.

Free Concert

Proudly Presenting

POPEJOY HALL is showing a
Russian version of Shakespeare's
Twelth Night on Oct. 10, Sunday,

•
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Of Local Author
Bill Rane/Talfulano/The
Smith/$4.00, 103 pages
Book Review by Alan Dumas
Talfulano, a new offering in the
poetic-reminiscence-of-days-goneby category, is the first book by one
Bill Rane of Socorro, New Mexico .
It is the story of a boy growing up
in Montana during the twenties and
thirties, witnessing the end of the
great West and the slow arrival of
the outside world, out of place in
the barren landscape of Rock
Creek.
The book loosely records· the
thoughts of a young.,man coming of
age in an America still untouched
by the ugliness and the social and
spiritual "enlightenment" of the
twentieth century. In this respect ·i,t
is quite similar to New Mexico's
perennial bestseller Bless Me
Ultima, and will probably appeal to
the same audience. But Rane does
not have Anava's insight or his
disciplined style and is often aiming
at a d.ifferent effect.

This effect he occasionally
achieves: throughout Talfulano
there are small masterpieces of
description.
A portrait of several old
prospectors sitting in front of a
defunct claims office waiting for
the mail truck is one of the most
moving passages in the book. And
there is an excellent description of
Montana Americus, the cattle
baron that lives inside of all"
Montanans. But these moments are
too few and far between to -really
hold up the story, and certainly do
not even come close to rivaling
America's foremost chronicler of
the "New Montana," the excellent
novelist Thomas McOuane.
The book is written in both prose
and poetry, and that is its major
weakness. Rane's prose is always
adequate and sometimes extraordinary, but his verse is very
undisciplined and often lacks any

We'll have a button for you at the doo·rgood for drinks, and a chance for football,
basketball trips, and more TNIF specials,
It's Happening This Friday.

Bill Rane
lyric quality at all. Rather than.
crystalizing his ideas in his poetry,
he becomes verbose and repetitive
to the point of self-indulgence.
With only a couple of exceptions,
all the verse is below the standard
Rane sets for himself in the prose
sections.
Despite its weaknesses, howev~r,
Talfulano is an oddly interesting
book. Rane's vision is always intriguing, even when his execution
·
falls short.

TIHIRirliK
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FI~IIDAY*
4200 Central Ave SE

COME JOIN US AFTER WORK

Worm House Turns
Into Burnt Offering
Burnt Offerings: currently showing at the Lobo Theater, 7:05 & 9:i5 p.m.
Review by Lynda Sparber
·
When I was little, I used to have the habit of begging the pardon of
doors, walls, and windows I bumped into. (I was an extremely clumsy kid,
but then I went to modeling school and got gracious.) But the things I
bumped into never hit back. The house in Burnt Offerings does.
When the real-estate agents talk about a "house with personality" they
describe the mansion the movie focuses on. It also literally takes care of
itself.
Mom and Dad and Little Davy move into the house for a summer
vacation. They are apparently un~aunted by the Gazebo which tosses the
kid off its banister when he gets a little rowdy.
Mom is immediately taken by nostalgia of the old place and sets off to
spend (by choice) a woman's dream vacation: cleaning, scrubbing, and
vacuuming. Dad goes crazy in the swimming pool and tries to kill little
Davy. Old Aunt Elizabeth is turned almost overnight into a decrepit invalid.
Oliver R'eed as Dad and Bette Davi~ as Auntie provide the most dramatic
scenes, doing justice to a film which doesn't do justice to them. Karen
Black with her sharp features and piercing eyes fits in well as the irritating
Mom-possessed.
_
I was in the mood for a gothic horror. I still haven't found one. How
horrifying is a movie that people giggle and talk through? It held about as
many surprises as a box of Cracker Jacks.
Burnt Offerings was directed by Dan Curtis, the same man who directed
Dark Shadows and The Night Stalker. The film definitely would have
been suitable for television-and-have-another-beer viewing, but was as
inappropriate for the big screen as The Lucy Show.
What the film does is make one wonder what terror-level Hollywood
thinks Americans have. Reed's hallucinations of a childhood-nightmareturned-real-are by far more unnerving than plants that grab people's legs
or light bulbs that decide just when they will or will not light up.
Mom's obsession with the house is unclear and downright bothersome.
The house does its bit to help her clean up by replacing its own shingles and
such, but seems to make no outright effort to show that Mom is any kind
of favorite.
There is no fire in the movie, so the title Burnt Offerings must reflect the
· token ashes of a story the audience is g~~~~fo~r_:t~he~ir~$j2i.5i0i.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

From 7-9
Monday -Thursday

..

BARNABY'S BACK!
This Weekend At Your

Uncle Nasty's
uA Good Place To Make Friends"

E-ntertainment 7 Nites 4418 Central S.E.

.... ~pan
Continued from Page 7

Happy Hour 3:00 - 6:oo p.m.

FREE CHEESE & BREAD
All Weekend at

I HAPPY
HOUR

I
I
I •Ente:rtainment
Thurs. Fri. Sat.
I
All cocktails . . . . . . . . . . . . .89
I • Coors Beer
·
I
Pitcher . . . .
·$·1· •• 5 9 1
I 1862 oz.oz. Schooner
49
....
I
12 oz. Mug . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..• 391
1 Absolutely The Best Prices In Town 1
I
I
I
1
Beer Garden
I A Continental
Coronado Center Lower Level
--.
Starting
At5:00p.m.

Pina Coladas, Mai Tais, T~quills Sunrises .....• 89

"Inexpensive Libations Ant!'
Efficacious Entertainment"

This Is Their Last
Weekend Before Heading
Back East!

Featuring the GYRO-A Unique Greek Sandwich
Out For A Night On The Town? Use Us AsYour Watering Hole

_____________ ..
39

i

coordination
of
voices.
"Orfeo/Nathan's Red" starts off
as a driving rock number with folk
vocals and ends up with a driving
violin solo by Knight.
·
"Twelve Witches" is a fine rock
ballad that shows that Prior isn't
the only vocalist around. The male
voice works quite well here. The
side ends nicely with "The Brown
· Girl." Maddy sings on this number
in the fashion of" Allison Gross."
The second side starts with
"Fighting For Strangers." The
voices and percussion give the feel
of medieval times. "Sligo Maid" is
a hard-rock jig with dancing violin.
The side ends with two· character
tales: "Sir James the Rose" and
"The Drunkard." I was quite
impressed with the album in that it
still retains the musical idea that
made Steeleye Span what they are
(traditional themes) and an extra
added punch of rock music.
The band is art exciting band to
watch on tour with their lunatic
jigging, good-time feeling and
talent. Hart said this present line-up
of the group is the best they've had.

DAILY SPECIALS
Sunday - Ladies Drinks

~~M~'mtay

25c
noon to 9 pm
- Fresh Banana & StJ'a~N•be.rrV'f.
Daiquiris- SOc
5 pm to 9 pm

Tuesday- Tequila Sunrise

SOc

setved daily from 11 am - 9 pm

Y2 doz.· $1.75; 30c each

5 pm to .9 pm
Friday - 2 Drinks for Price of 1
6 pm to 7 pm

"At£D.1m.s
The Planets

A Fine Drinking Establishment

This Weekend
5001 LOMAS NE

I

ALBUQ

I

268-9855

2 blocks west of San Mateo & Lomas

Students Satisfied vvith Quality of UNM

Local- Chamber Arts Festival

College Students
$1.25
Every Monday
&~~

Three-fourths of the students are
pleased or at least satisfied with the
quality of a UNM education, according to a recent surVey, and
engineering students are most likely
to approve.
Of 933 students responding to a
questionnaire last spring, 39,1 per
cent rated the quality of a UNM
education "satisfactory," 33.2 per
cent rated it "good" . and 2.4 per
cent called it "excellent."
"Students' perceptions of the
·quality of a UNM education do not
differ materially by. college or
enrollment, . with the exception of
the College of Engineering," where
28 out of 39 students called it
"good" or "excellent," says the
report on the survey by graduate ·
students in the Robert 0. Anderson
of
Business
and
School
Administrative Sciences.
"However, upperclassmen did
tend to be more critical of the
University than did students in the

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO FINE ARTS CENTER

WED,, OCT. 6 THAU SAT., OCT. 9
THE ROAR lNG 20's 1938
Jame1 CI)Qnov, Humphrey Bogart, Prhcllla Lane

I AM A FUGITIVE
FROM A
CHAIN GANG 1932

TIME
OCT8
7-SP.M.
8:15-9:15
9:30-10;30

EXPERIMENTAL THEATER
OCT8
Classics Theater
7-8 P.M.
U of A Theater Dept.
8:15-9:15
9:30-10:30 Dance Works

RODEY THEATER
OCT8
Dance Duo Conners
Albuq. DanceThtr.
UNM Student
Repertory

KELLER HALL
OCT8
7-8 P.M.
Mime Experiment
8:15-9:15
Hector Garcia
9:30-10:30 UNM Music Dept.

Paul Munl, Glenda Farrell

SUN., OCT, 10 THAU TUES., OCT, 12
1944

TO HAVE & HAVE NOT

Humphrev Qognrt 1 Lauren Bocoll, Walter Brennan

THE BIG SLEEP 1946

Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall

AT THE
BEAUTIFULLY REDECORATED

OCT9
1:30-2:30
7-8 P.M.
8:15-9:15
9:30-10:30

STJNSHINE THEATRE
WnderNew Management)

Central at 2nd

o

:c

OCT10
1:30-2:30
7-8 P.M.
8:15-9:15
9:30-10:30

·~~

o_,

Youth Symphony
Ballet Folklorico
UNMStudent
Repertory

OCT9
Childrens Theater
Classics Theater
U of A Theater Dept.
Players Inc.

7-SP.M.
8:15-9:15
9:30-10:30

OCTlO
I :30-2:30

NM Ballet
Dance Duo Conners
UNMStudent
Repertory

EXHIBITIONS
FIRST PLAZA GALERIA
Opening Date:

f/)..

Midtown

7-8P.M.
8:15-9:15

*

*

BAR

Oct. 9-Designer Craftsmen
Oct. 9-Professional Photographers Guild

Weekend Special

CIVIC PLAZA EVENTS

60 oz. Pitchers

Childrens Theater
Dance Works
Players

UNM Chamber ·
Orchestra
Elizabeth Waters
Turpsica Dance
Theater

*

2-3 Albuq. Dance Theater
3-4 Mime Experiment
4-5 UNM Jazz Band

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Marine Band-Oct. 8
2 performances

Plo,y Costs

Fresh Popcorn
1-25& Lomas

English Prof. David Jones will
hold tryouts for the play Waiting
·for Godot, by Samuel Beckett, on
Sunday, Oct. 10, from 4 to 6 p.m.

UNM Students Welcome

tRSI§HIJinDSOUhD

The tryouts will take place at the
Mime Experiment Theater, 805
Tijeras NW, in downtown
Albuquerque.
The performance will be in the
first week in November. It will be
the first performance by Jones's
new Vortex Theater group.
Characters in the play are four
men and a young boy, so only men
are needed to try out.

;·
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Carpenters/ A Ki11d of Hush/A &
M RecordsSP-4581
Review by Toni Fontaine
The typical Carpenter style' is
present in this Carpenter album.
This easy-listening music's songs
blend together quite well, even to
the point where the listener may not
realize that he is no longer listening

~

......

7-8P.M.
8:15-9:15
9:30-10:30

Arlen Asher (Jazz)
Elizabeth Waters
UNM Music Dept.

•

NMPIRG Elections Oct.
Elections for six positions on the
Board of Directors of ihe New
Mexico Public Interest Research
Group (PIRG) will be held Oct. 27.
Those ·candidates elected will
begin their terms at the PIRG board
meeting to be held Nov. 10.
Rudy
Martinez,
student
spokesperson for PIRG, said those
interested in running for a term,
must submit their name and
Position paper to the PIRG office
by Oct. 20.
A copy of the nomination form
and rules of the· election are
available at 107 C Cornell, said
Martinez.

•

Editor's Note:
Each of the events in the boxed
·schedule on the left is free of
charge.
The events in the large schedule
(above) cost $1.50each.
This is the most ambitious arts
undertaking
the
city
of
Albuquerque has ever seen. There
should be something for everybody
in the scheduled events.
The Albuquerque Chamber of
Commerce and the City Spirit
Advisory
Committee
are
cosponsoring the Arts Festival. The
slogan for the festival is "Support
the Arts: It'sa Clean Industry."
Please show your support of the
festival with your presence. If
successju~ the festival will be able
to be repealed. What could be
better for the image of our city than
to be known as the arts capital of
the Southwest?

;;.

"A riot of entertainment, music and
nostalgia twlded into o flow of 9reot
com•dy, , , the but rock and roll mo\'le
I've ever seen."

~-

RINeleased by BUENA VISTA DISTRIBUTION CO., INC, tC) Walt Disney ProdueUons

STARTS FRIDAY·
Special Late Show Fri. &
Sat. night only, At 11:45
Fantasia Album, posters, & T-shirts
to be given away at door
-· ·OUISIAN-.MALoLi.
·
=--".....,;;e
..,_.,..-,.,..-cc'o;e~MA

1-40 & LOUISIANA BLVO•• .299-4412

A hntasttc visual rtcord of this era's
mast morbidly i111sclnatl"g rock

'1

phenomena •. , Gn Invaluable experience
for fh• entire family."
- Stev. Dltlea

A UNIQUE FILM EXPERIENCE COMBINING CONCERT FOOTAGE AND
MOVIE HIGHLIGHTS OF ALL TIME HOLLYWOOD FAVORITES.
"'""MANNTHWA"

KMVR MIDNITE MOVIE

.....

~~~~
WINROCK WI~::"

fOX

_ 298 5445

CfNlU

FRI.-SAT. MIDNITE

AlL SEATS $1.50

0

-

0
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0
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~
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\llii'ORTED F'fiDr~,

M.E:XJCO

SILVER

•

80 PR.OOf

T.£QlltLA

The survey showed that 85 per
cent of those questioned plan to
stay at UNM long enough to earn a
degree and almost two-thirds hope

•

by

Dr. Klaus Keil

FAT
HUMPHREY'S

Director of the lnstitpte of Meteoritics, UNM Major scientist of the
NASA Program "Moon Shot" Presently a project director of the
Viking Program and member of the "Search For Life On Mars"
Team.

0

An Illustrated Lecture
Entitled

THE STORY OF VIKING
f

1

in

(

Find now for something
completely different. (

7&9Pm
$1.00

c:r

The University of New Mexico
Invites you to
.A Special Public Lecture

,I
·.I

ffionty Python

Sahara
SUB Thentre

t""

0

PRESENT

Film Committee will have a table on the Mall
Thurs. and Fri. in order to get suggestions for next
semester's film program.

For those who enjoy this type of
easy-listening music-and the
Carpenters' style-will surely enjoy
this album.

in

GOLD

-Out-of-state high school
graduates rate UNM's educational
quality relatively lower than in-state
graduates.
~students who rate the quality
of a UNM education favorably also
rate academic standards favorably.
-Students who receive comparatively less financial support
from their parents are more influenced by financial reasons to
attendUNM.

~

1=-l

'<:

AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Suicide Prevention and Crisis Center. Dial 2657557.

All the songs on the album are
sung by Karen Carpenter, but she
has some well-known people
playing her background music.
Among these people are Richard
Carpenter on keyboards, Jim
Gordon on drums, and Joe Osborn
on the bass, all of whom help bring
out the best in the songs. The instrumentation on this album is
excellent.

Humphrey Bogart

The survey, which cost $825, was
done by graduate business students
Thomas Christiansen, Robert
Cleavall, Carville Nohava, Vincent
Nolan, Steven Rae!, Walter Starcke
and Clyde Thurow. The instructor
was Dr. James C. Cooper.

The Cultural Program Committee

,_ The B'hai faith will be discussed at this week's
Philosophy Ci:Iub meeting Fri., Oct. 8. Refreshments
at 3 p.m. in Philosophy Dept. Lounge, Discussion at
3:30p.m. in Philosophy Library.

Ftldoy

frequent criticism were faculty, ;:::::
Cl>
curriculum, the varsity sports ~budget and campus parking.
8

YOUR BEST TEQUILA BUY

Gamma Theta Upsilon Initiations will be Fri., Oct.
8 at 7:30 p.m. at Rodman Snead's home. Contact
Julie Hall277-3694or Dennis Mewshaw 277~3105 for
details. Attendance mandatory for new members.

to the song which he thought he was
listening to.
The beginning song, "There's a
Kind of Hush" sets the theme and
mood of the entire album. Neil
Sedaka's hit "Breaking Up Is Hard
To Do" completes the album with
that same light tone which accompanies the whole record.

Sotutdoy

Martinez said, any present board
niem ber or the staff can answer
questions students may have about
the procedure or duties of a board
member.
Five of the terms will be for one
year, the sixth is to fill the term of a
board member who resigned and
will expire in the spring.

~

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

-Miami News
"Cooper at hit best, •• a tjlifterln9
produc:tlon pl•ce, •• very funnv e~nd well
worth teeing."
-Miami Herald
"Allee'• macabre stage fantasln are
reflactlons of this country's preocc~o~patlon
with IIHI:, 'iioleru:e and monetary 9reed •• ,
super entuh~lnment."
-Detroit Free Prus

27

Seniors gave lowest rankings to to remain in New Mexico after
most attributes, while freshmen graduation.
generally rated them above the
."The students' perception of the
mean.
University's political image was, on
. "Asking the respondent to think• the average, moderate, although
back and rank 12 factors from 'not the students' self-political image
important' to 'very important' in was slightly left of moderate," the
their decision to attend UNM, report says,
overall, respondents found variety
The questionnaire included a
of curriculum, academic program
request
for comments about the
offered, ·quality of academic
University.
Areas
receiving
facilities offered and geographic
location as the most important
factors," the report says.
"All found recognized varsity
teams and social activities as the
least important factors."
The business students also used
survey results to test a series of
hypotheses by matching answers to
pairs of questions. Among the
hypotheses confirmed were:

POPEJOY HALL

Carpenters Typical

GOOD TO SEE YOU AGArN,
·'

OCTlO

•

Albuquerque Museum
Oct. 17-Nov. 28
Albuquerque Arts Council
Intro '76

Oct. 9-12 noon thru 6 p.m.
NM Art League-Arts & Crafts
Fair
12-1 New Mexico Symphony
1-2 Ballet Folklorico

$1.95

-·

OCT9
1:30-2:30
7-8P.M.
8:15-9:15
9:30-10:30

242-9741

~d Jol)h

~1/j

OCT9

lower divisions," the report adds,
"Fair'' or "poor" ratings were
given by 13.2 per cent of the juniors
and seniors, compared to 5.6 per
cent of the freshmen and
sophomores.
The five-page questionnaire,
prepared by a marketing research
class, was designed ''to seek
responses on students' attitudes,
motives and personal goals, as well
as to elicit responses relating
students' expectations to actual
UNM experiences."
Given a list of 28 attributes of
UNM, students gave highest ratings
to medical services, library
facilities, popular entertainment,
buildings and grounds, and the
bookstore.
Aspects of· campus life viewed
least favorably were parking,
"student spirit," pride of students
in the institution, part time job
opportunities in Albuquerque and
student advisement.

z
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(The U.S. E,xploration of the Planet Mars)

'

"TONIGHT" ,

'.,,1

FREE Admission-No Seats Reserved

No Tickets Required- Doors open at 7:15PM
The Public is invited
Tel277-3121 for information

(

(

October 13- 8:00PM

Call us at

266-1981

3624 Central SE
fust east of carlisle

210 Wyoming N.E.
5600 McCloud N .E.
Open weekends until 2:00 a.m.

Dr. Keil will be happy to answer questions after his presentation if they do
not concern matters of National Security. He is one of the very few of the
Viking team who has been permitted to speak publicly.

.......
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NOW OPEN SUNDAY
11:00 a.m. to 8:00p.m.

•
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Florida Women Still Lead
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- Lobos Lead BYU in Tucker

,0

0
u

0

0

By John Griego
The UNM Lobos, who were
o-1 hampered by gusty winds in the
;>,
first round of the Tucker Tour·~
nament, took advantage of the
0
u cool, calm autumn weather to grab
·~ the lead after two rounds of
tournament action against a strong
:21 BYU
team.
fl:
The Lobos, paced by Monty
Carrico, came storming back and
c-f overtook the Cougars of BYU by 10
OJ strokes in the team competition.
Oil
'0:1
Carrico, playing a consistent golf
tJ.. game, fired an even-par-72
yesterday to take over the number
one spot in the individual competition with a two day total of
1430. First round leader, Mike
Gove of Weber St., shot a 4-overpar 76 to slip into a second place tie
,0

0

-A

z

-

with Lee Mikles of Arjzona State.
Both are deadlocked at par 144, one
stroke off the pace of Carrico.
The Lobos placed three men in
the top ten of the individual
competition, UNM's Harold
Garrison is in fourth-place with a.
three-over-par 145 while teammate
Mitch Mooney occupies- the eighth
position with a 148 total.
An elated, but cautious, Lobo
Coach, Dick McGuire; said, "It's
something when you can pick up 12
strokes against a team like BYU in

Textiles Crafts co-op
For The Finest In Fiber_Artistry. Unique And Funky Handcrafted Toys, Clothin~ And
Home Decorations.

2021 Old Town Road NW

843-6694

ENTER NOW!
ASUNM
Student Homecoming
Committee
With The Popular Entertainment Committee
And
The UNM Alumni Association

one day."
·When
onlookers
offered
McGuire congratulations on the
.Lobo comeback, he smiled and
said, "! just wish that this was the·
last day of the tournament."
As the tournament heads into the
final 'two days of competition the
team standings look ,,ke this: UNM
is first with a two round total of 585
followed by BYU at 595, ASU at
597, Colorado and Fresno St. at
608, Stanford at 611 and Weber St.
and Arizona at 612.
Trailing Carrico, 06ve and
Mikles for the individual prize are
Garrison of UNM with a tworound-tally of 145, Casey Boyns of
Utah at 146, Dan Pohl of Arizona,
Mike Brannon of BYU and Ben
Kern of New Mexico State at 147.
Rounding out the top 10 are
Mooney of UNM and Pat
McGowan and Jim Blair ofBYU at
148.
In the women's division of the
Tucker Tournament first-round
leader Florida stretched their
advantage to 13 strokes over second
place Tulsa with the rest of the field
falling further behind. The women
Lobos slipped one notch to ninth
heading into the final round of
competition with a two round total
of688.
Florida leads Tulsa by a total of
624 to 637. The closest challenger to
these teams is ASU at 649.
!!everly Davis of Florida. is the
women's individual leader with a
two round total of 149~

Arabesque Paper
Enterprise
163 Vineyard N.W.
344-6401
Retailers of fine art paper
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By Gino Brazil
The UNM womeri's volleyball team, coming off a fourth place finish in
the Lobo Invitational last weekend, will be trying to improve their record
as they travel to Durango tomorrow to compete against two small college
teams, College of Santa Fe and Fort Lewis College.
·
Coach Kathy Marpe said that Fort Lewis has a "fairly good team.
Overall, ':"e have beat them twice and they have beat us twice," she said. ·
The Lobos have beaten College of Santa Fe twice this season.
Marpe said that the squad has been experimenting with two defenses and
have been concentrating on serves all week.
The starting lineup for the Lobos will look like this: Billie Colborne,
Antoinette Simoes, Mary Beth Roberts, Patty Howell, Gina Radoslovich
and pee Dow. Of Dow, Marpe said, "She is really coming along and
starting to mature as a player." Marpe also said Connie Casey will be in

Polo Invite
Opens Today

That's Entertainment"

Mon. Oct.11-Homecoming Queen Candidate
Applications Due At The Alumni Office
In The SUB By 5:00PM
Wed. Oct.13-House Decoration Slogans Due
At The ASUNM Office In The SUB By 5PM
Fri. Oct.15 -House Decoration Fees And
Songfest/Talent :\light Entries Due At
The ASUNM Offices By 5:09PM

ACTIVITIES
Wed. Oct. 20-Queen Elections
Sun. Oct. 24-Songfest & Talent Night;
Queen Coronations
Mon. Oct. 25-Thru Thurs. Oct. 28-Special
Daytime Activities & Entertainment
On The Mail.
Fri. 6ct. 29-House Decoration Judging;
Eagles Concert
Sat. Oct. 30-Homecoming Football Game;
House Decoration Winners Announced;
Dance in The SUB

'

Fern Spikers lake On
Ft. Lewis & vSanta Fe

11

DEADLINES

'

Debbie 0 'Toole of. Oklahoma suffered through a frustrating
second round as dtd many golfers in the Tucker Tournament
yesterday.

Present

(Homeco_ming '76}
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·corduroy
Big Bells
Tan, Green
Navy~

Blue

Sand, Brown,
Burgundy

$14.50
lobo
men's
shop
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By Carol Pavletich
After a two-week break in
competition, the UNM water polo
team will host the University ·of
Arizona, New Mexico State
University, the Air Force Academy
and Denver University in the Lobo
Invitational, today and Saturday.
UNM Coach Rick Klatt is
pleased with his team's effort this
season and expects a successful
weekend for the Lobos. The invite
should include some exciting
rematches, as the Lobos narrowly
defeated the Arizona Wildcats 10-9,
and lost to the Air Force by a single
goal two weekends ago in the
Wildcat Invitational. The Lobos
probably won't have any trouble
with NMSU, after swamping the
Ag$ies 12-8 and 14-0 in two
previous encounters this season.
The invitational runs today and
Saturday. Action starts at 9 a.m.
and ends at 5 p.m. ~ach day.
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Now comes Miller time.
~(-·---·

Get a good feeli

Sun. Oct. 31-House Decoration Clean-up;
Ohio Players, K.C. & The Sunshine Band
Concert

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL Or COME BY
ASUNM. OFFICE- Room 2421n The SUB
277-5528 or 5529
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By Tim Gallagher
Tomorrow night at 7:30 in
University Stadium, the UNM
football team will try to answer the
question, "Can the Lobos win nt
liome?"
So far this year, the Turquoise
Terror has displayed a proficiency
at winning road games. They've
taken two conference road wins,
25-7 at UTEP and 33-20 at
Colorado State. But in their only
home appearance, the Lobos
dropped a 20·16 decision to heavily
favored Texas Tech.
Tomorrow night, the Spartans of
San Jose State, boasting a first-rate
passing attack, will probably try to
exploit New Mexico's youthful
secondary.

GENERAL

The Spartans are averaging 231
yards per game through the air and
aren't too shabby on the ground,
either with a 186-yard average.
UNM head coach Bill Mandt said
that non-conference foe SJSU · is
"probably the best passing team
we'll face all year, Their quarterback (Steve) DeBerg has an
excellent throwing arm." DeBerg
has thrown for seven touchdowns
In San Jose's five games and has a
58 per cent completion average.
The Spartans are 3-:i after
winning their first three .\lames,
Utah State 45-10, Hawaii. 47-7,
Fullerton 20-0, then dropping the
next two to Standard 28-23 and
California 43-16.
SJSU head coach Lynn Stiles

PARTS

SPECIALIZING IN REPLACEMENT
PARTS FOR

Toyota· Datsun
Porsche • VW
Complete Volkswagon Machine Shop

said, "New Mexico may be among
two teams we have played thus
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Ski Acrobats· Entertain
On Western U.S. Tour
By Debbie Levy
Three· ski acrobats were in
Albuquerque recently to demonstrate their specialty and to
promote skijng and ski equipment
manufacturers.
Park Smalley of Steamboat
Springs, Colo.; Bob Bills of Ore111,
Utah; and Scot.t Cowan of Salt
Lake City performed jumps and
stunts (skibatics) at Fair Plaza
Shopping Center.
Traveling throughout the West
and the Midwest, the skiers began
the tour Sept. I and will end it Dec.
1.
During the next three months,
they will perform in Washington;
where the first show of the tour was
held, then in Ohio, Minnesota,
Wisconsin and North and South
Dakota as well as Arizona,
Colorado, Utah and Wyoming.
They will be in Santa Fe Oct. 28.
The skibatics are performed from
a 20-foot high and 45-foot long
ramp covered with polysnow, a
rough green turf.
"We call it green meanies,"
Smalley said, "because it tears
holes in your head if you fall."
The skiers land on a 20-foot
square air pillow. The ramp is much
steeper than slopes used in competition, the skiers Said, and the
upswing at the end o.;:,f=t=h=e==~=

..
2935 Monte \Tista NE 265·3681
10% Discount With This Ad
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... Can 'Pack Win at Home?
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far." Stiles called UNM ''one of
the most physical teams we will
meet.''
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By Tim Gallagher
'-

I

The Spartan defense is led by 6-5,
275 lb., left tackle Wilson
Faumuina. Mondt called Faumuina
"a definite All-American candidate." The Spartans also have a
fine cornerback in Gerald Small
whom Mandt called "the best
defensive back we'll see."

·:;.

DOCTOR: Sit down, coach or maybe you better lie down on the couch.
COACH: Okay doc, but I'm still hurting from that appendicitis y'
know.
DOCTOR: So what's the problem this week, coach?
COACH: I keep having these ,dreams, doc. I dream it's the fourth
quarter and we're ahead by five points. The stadium is filled with 30,000
people they're all screaming because we're winning imd have been playing
a great game. I can already hear the chants of "Fiesta, Bowl, that's our
goal," and then it happens.
.
The San Jose quarterback drops back and I took to our secondary,
Theragood has fallen down. Shirley's covering the fullback. Koskovich is
breathing down the tailback's neck and Hudspeth is covering the flanker.
And there-all alone in the end zone-is the wide receiver. He's waving his
arms and jumping up and down. Finally the quarterback sees him, And
just a split-second before Robin Cole nails him and puts him six-feet
underground, he throws it. It's just floating, floating, and everyone in the
stadium is silent. There's not a sound anywhere as the ball floats down.
And then ... (voice trails off)
DOCTOR: And then what?
COACH: I never know. In my dream I always turn to Del Wight and
start screaming, "There's that mix-up in the secondary again." And before
Del can say anything, his face turns blue, then red, then a deep shade of
purple. And then the dream ends.
DOCTOR: Did you lose?
COACH: I never know. I wake up before he catches the ball.
DOCTOR: Your problem is obvious. It's called nocturnal/ongbombedness. It's fairly common among coaches like yourself who have young
secondaries. Have there been any other symptoms?
COACH: Well, yes. It started two Saturdays ago when we lost to Texas
Tech on a 69-yard bomb. Then last week against Colorado State, they
scored first on another long pass.
DOCTOR: The solution to the problem is also obvious. You must work
the secondary harder.
COACH: That's just it, doc. We work them like hell. Most of the time
they do a great job. Hudspeth has five interceptions in three game~. But all
we do is let down once and they score. And then those sportswnters and
fans and boosters start screaming that we have a lousy secondary.
DOCTOR: There's no easy answer coach. Those things happen to the
best of us. It'll be especially tough against those boys from San Jose who
have such a good passing game. Maybe you could work on that rush more.
You haven't been sacking the quarterback all that much. I notice they keep
running away from Cole's side. Every time he makes a tackle he has to run
50-yards to get it.
. .
COACH: I know, doc. I better get going because we've got practice m
just a few hours. And I have to get over to see Mike Roberts and ~atch
some films and tell everyone how great we look on that TV show of mme.
DOCTOR: Just keep that secondary sharp coach. I think you guys will
probably pull it out. Say, 31-24.

This ski acrobat flipped out over being in Albuquerque:

bag, it could cost him his life."
The stunts are much more difficult to do on the ramp and air
pillow than on snow, the skiers

- --

A simulated LOBO investigation has turned up a tape containing a
conversation between two persons. The two voices on the tape have been
tentatively identified as those of UNM football coach Bill Mandt and a
well-known Albuquerque psychiatrist. Both men were asked to
confirm whether or not is was their voices on the tape, but upon hearing
the transcript both replied, "Oh my god. Stonewall it!" Here is the
transcript of that tape.

Photo by Linda Gleason

called a kicker, i~ a lot faster and
much more dangerous.
"You don't have much time to
think, so you have to do it right,"
Cowan said.
Smalley began the show'with a
basic jump and was followed by
Bills and Cowan with progressively
more difficult maneuvers, a front
tuck somersault and a back tuck.
They each took three turns,
successively · performing the
"suicide" ("If you don't do it right
you might end up dead," Smalley
said.), back-layout,r mobius flip,
upside-down helicopters and
reverse double-somersaults.
Cowan, who performed the
mobius. flip, a very dangerous
jump, took a fall while doing it.
d·uring competition last year,
costing him a championship in
skibatics and $8,000.

.

said.
Smalley, who has worked on
similar tours for a year, traveled
last year in the Middle East and
Europe. Born and reared in
Southern California, he moved to
Spokane, Wash., and has been
skiing for six years, but has not yet
skied in New Mexico.
Bills plans to return to school at
Utah State University after the tour
is over and will student-teach health
and psychology.
"But I don't know why a
psychology teacher is doing
something like this," he said.

Preston Dennard

Grid Title
Tilt Today

The Lobos come into this contest
relatively injury-free. Offensive
tackle Chuck Pettet will miss his
second straight game due to a knee
injury. Frosh Steve Lindstrom will
again start in his place.
UNM is led in the rushing

department by soph fullback Mike
Williams averaging 79 yards per
game, Quarterback Noel Mazzone
has scrambled for an average of 56
yards per game. Mondt said he
didn't expect to see Mazzone do
that much running this year.
Preston Dennard has come on to
lead the Lobos in receptions with
five. The Lobos are averaging 134
yards per game through the air and
281 yards per game rushing.

GREAT NEW ORLEANS JAZZ

In women's football, the MiniPads took first place with the MGR
Railroad taking second place.

~glistens

In other intramural action, the
second Annual Fall Singles Tennis
Classic will be held Oct. 13-17.

with
zest
and
joy"

Greatest of the original New Orleans Jazz Bands
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1976 - 8:00P.M.
KIVA AUDITORIUM - CONVENTION CENTER
Tickets: $4.00 and $5,00
Tickets available at:
Riedling Music Company, 5314 Menoul Blvd, NE- 265-5605
First Methodist Church, 4th and Lead SW- 243-5646
Candyman - 125 E, Water St,, Santa Fe - 983-9309

Covered
~ago:n
Makers of-Hand Made
Jnrl/an Je~~rt. •

OLDTOVVJY

The tape ends there. I realize it will probably ~e more difficult t? obt~in
further recordings. Security has a tendency to tighten up after thmgs like
this.
.
By the way, I agree with the good doctor. It'll be the Lobos by seven m a
high-scoring contest.

Bills has been skiing for 17 years
and is sponsored on the tour by
several ski equipment manufacturers.
In addition to skiing, he is a
hang-glider, was in the Olympic
bicycle racing trials and flies
falcons. The birds travel with the
group.

DEALERS IN NEW AND ~NTAQE M~SICAL IN.5TR~MENTS
rentals

·accessories

·complete repair service

NoW,'~ou
pa~forit.
That can be a vety serious problem loday, especially u.rith we'll mailwu literature which ·will give you a good """"'""" o(
tuition costs climbing relentlessly, Yes, you can borrow, but ~ the scope of our operations. Why not <Mite? We think you'll
the time you enter practice those debts can be substantiaL
be interested In the possibilities.
There is an altematl\le-an Anned ForceS Health Profes·
sions (AFHP) scholarship. Whether yo~'re stud;ing to be a_ ~~~rc~&holaffih~------------ZCN·l~
..PO. Bm: AF, Peoria, IL 61614
physldan or a dentist. Mlether your goal is to become an
Yes, I am lnleresled In Anned F-orces Health Professions SchOlarship
osteopath or an optomebist, it can pay your entire tuition and
opporlunltX!s. I undentand there Is no obligation.
fees all through medical·school. It will also provide you with a
I am especially Interested In:
suh:;(antial monthly ·allo.vance. Ih other \VOtds, if you qualify,
0 Army 0 Air Force 0 Navy
one of those scholarships can glve you financial independence
0 ~terlnary" Cl Psychology !PhDJ" D Physician 0 Dental
na.v, v..hen You need it most.
0 Optometry
\Vhen you're ready to go into practice, an AFHP scholarName
SexOM OF
ship will also have paVed the way for you to start your career
Address
Phone
under highlyfavorablii!drcumstances. You 11l be a commissioned
officer in the rnllitcny branch of your selection. Your practice
C'ty
Stale
tp _ _
\A/ill be waiting for ~u. You 'II step into it and knOOJ that the
at
(School)
challenges you'll meei will be solely medical ones and profes·
[ To graduate In
Degree
slonolly stimulating.
·
•
(month, year)
J
. There wl...\!,.. . .be opportunity for further study. The
'Veh!:rh'ii\llf t10! a\lai!.ob~ ht ~<>"':1 Program,. Psychology oolllwll®~ In Atrnl)
Arffied Forces ha\1€ crealed ~enslve and outstanding cltnical,
teaching and research programs. Once you decide on a spe·
clalty,you may find yourself taking the graduate medical studies
Dedicated to health care and
of your choice at one of their facilities.
~e peopl~ho practice _i_!:_ _ _ _j
The details are many. But if you'll send in the coupon,
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Please excuse the big
mound of dirt around
us. Here is how to get
to Wild West through
the construction.

Make Your Own
Southwest and Contemporary.
jewelry. Findings direct
from our factory to you.
We also have a complete line of
coral, hishi and fetish.
Come in and browse.
Our prices are the best.
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Manufacturers of Silver Round B!!ads, Cones, Melon
Beads, Cone Beads, Barrel Beads, Hishl, Liquid Silver
Jobbers & Importers of Coral, Turquoise and His hi

I'EAU JAJDRlU
SALES
2929 San Mateo, N.E.
(505) 883-9202

FACTORY
1225 12th St. N.W.
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The winners of the semifinal
action between Sigma Alpha
Epsilon and I Phelta Thi and Alpha
Tau Omega and Law School will
meet today for the coveted
Intramural championship.
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After this game, the road gets a 5"'
little rockier for the Wolfpack. ,_.
They head up to Wyoming next ::'j
weekend for a conference game 0\
with the Cowboys and then go to
Tempe on Oct. 23 for a WAC game
against the ASU Sun Devils.

lntram ural football is reaching
its final days. A champion team will
emerge Friday afternoon.

The tournament is open to all
students and faculty/staff members.
A $1 entry fee will be charged
with balls and refreshment
provided for participants. Entries
are due today at the Intramural
Office, Room 230, Johnson Gym.

[

243-2229
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PERSONALS

1.

GRINDER POCKETS ARE HERE al tho Grinder
Fa~!ory. ill Cornell Sll. 10/8
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FREE KITTENS 8 WEEKS old. 898·2606 after
S:JO. 10/ll
TRAVELLER IS AT Ned's El Portal, 4200 Central
AvenueSE. 10/14
--~-~

(lj

p...

CONFUSED? MA Y!JE! WE cnn help you sort out
your t~oughts. Call AOORA .:?7·301_::__~!:_-~
COLD7 STREETLITES CLOTHINO Exchange buys
sells and lrades fine used clothing. Tuesday thru Sal·
u!day~ to 5:303004 D. Central. 266-5275.
10/8
GIUSEPPE-WUAT DO YOU MEAN, YOU'RE
IN LOVE wilh a cheese & chill grinder pocket? I
thought you only loved me. I was going to suggest we
~~=~ together, but r~otnow J~-.! 0/.8:..----~
Ill TERRil LET'S dance aguin (Ned's last Friday

.

~t_e.) Ca~~~~: ':"alt:2~6!~~:'".I0/8

·

SOUNDS SO CLEAnLY different-Tablet's will
keep you dancing Sunday night at Uncle Nasty's.
10/8
UNM- STlJDENT DIRECTORIES will be available
to students wllh a valid UNM ID-beglnnlng Wedncs~ay, October 13, for 250, At lhe Student In for·
mation Center, New Mexico Union(SUB). 10/13
r-----

~·••

- ,_

,-·~·-=-~~-~·~---

MAIUA-1 WAS only kidding. I slill love you. l
wasn't kidding about going to that place for breakfa~!, too noisy. The Grinder Factory al I J1 Cornell
is so nice for breakfast, soft classical music, lao.
Coffee is only 15¢/refills only u dime. They're open
:'-~~:·~-1~1 Jll•:t ~ou ~Je~c._l:?._ve, c_Jiuseppe. 10/8

2.

I.OST & FOUND

----

'

(jUJTAI~ l.I'SSONS BY Do1tg Zinn, student of Hec·
tor Garciu'~. $3.50/1cS'on. Cheap! Call 247-4410.
10/15

4.

FOU SALE

SERVICES

MASSAGE 9-6 298-4718 Juan. _:1:.:0/:..:2:.:.7_ _ __
.PAMOUSQUIV1RA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is Vz block rrom Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service. tfn
GRINDER POCKETS ARE here at the Grinder Fae·
tory. III CorneiiSE. 10/8
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Call 265·
2444orcometo 17l7Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Pro·
fcssional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 842·
5200. tfn

__

,__~~--_-,----..

__ _

..

..

.t

1-

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. lDM Selectric. Guaran·
Iced accuracy. Reasonable rates. 298-7147. 10/8

·wAI'l'TE.D~wAI-fR"iissF.sANri piz1a rollers for
Perry's Pina. Apply at 2004 Central SE Monday and
Tues<lay from I I :00 a.rn. to 3:00 p. n1. I 0111
____ ,,
,.
..
-~-------~---~--

7.

__

-~-~-------
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TRAVEL

J·ORLONG DISTANCE ;ides and riders ... Rideline
~6~:<J860~3_Q~~49,:(;670,. noo~~:OO p.m, __1.91_7 .. --··

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

GRINDER POC'Kf:TS ARE here at the Grinder Foe·
lory. Ill Cornell Sl:i. !Ot8

·---~

FOR YOUR

ENGAGEMENT
Distinctive...
Beautiful Diamond,l
Midnight Mystique
from $250
• Marquise
• Round
• Oval

SINGER SEWING MACHINE, Left in layaway,
not claimed. Equipped to bul!onhole & zig-zag. Pay
$19.00& take rn•ehior 255·7534, 10/12

Convenient credit
for University
students ...
layaways invited.

BRAND NEW MARRANTZ. Receiver still In box.
Must sell-need vacation money. 255·1534. 10/12

J.ayaway nowjor
Christmas

HAVE WAREHOUSE FULL of Jensen speakers,
receivers, tuners, amplifiers, casse!les, 8·tracks,
CB's & recl·to·recl tape recorders. Sony·Pioneer·
Marrantz- Kenwood & others. Freight damagedstill in boxes. I0/22

FENDER STRATOCASTER SUNI)URST excellent
condiJion $300. Honda Congas, black. Excellent condition $200. Whole deal $450,262-1037. I__o_ll_.l_ _

ewefm.

69 VW FASTBACK, GOOD condition. $600/best
offer, 298·3959. 10/13

1973 FORD PINTO: LOW mileage, snow tire.l,
radio, tune-up. Perfect condition. $1,950 Friday after
5:00 p.m.-all day Saturday, Sunday. 3526 Vail SE,
Andrew Greenberg. I 0/8
KINGSDI VER:::W~A:;_T~C.::H:..:N:_.-E-1\-.r-c-ta-11-s:_$_1-16---as-k-in-g
$45, Excellcnl girJ. 277·5874. 10/8

5.

8204 Menaul Blvd., N. E.
at Hoffman town Confer
Mon.-Fri. 9:30.5:30 Sat. 9:30.5:00

FORRENT

Mcuter Char!JO
BankAmcrlcanf
Convenient Credit

WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE, non-smoker,
to share 3·bedrooml2-bathroom, NE home. Approx·

~~~''!~~.!.~ 1~?:~~~:~?~4:..

"12(11 __ ~~-~-----

• CLEAN ONE BEDROOM, utilities furnished,
$180.00 one or two. Outside pets. Ready Deposit.
877-1745. 10/8

FOSSILIZED IVORY JEWELRY. 208 Dartmouth
NE. 265-2338. 10/12
73 HONDA CIVJC... ONLY three years old. $800.00
or best orrcr-836-4131 for appointment. 10/8

rae·

NIKKOR AUTO LbNS F1.4 200mm lU,. t<t •.l.8
13Smm $325. New condition. 266-8940, J0/8

6.

TDDAY·'S CBDSSWOKD PUZZLE

EMPLOYMENT

YOUNG JUDEA IS looking rorintercsted and qual·
ificd Jewish leaders. Call 277·5561 or 243-7374. \
10/8
GETTING KICKED AROUND by economic pro·
blcms? If you want to make your own break~. call for
interview. 255·13.53 5·1 p.m. 10/11
W AlTRESS', NIGHTS, apply 4200 Cenlral SE.
10/13
PART-TIME JOB. Graduate students only, Must
be over 21 years old. Need two pan·time employees
for day work • .Also have positions for Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person only. No phone
calls please. Save Way Liquor Store, 5704 Lomas NE.
J0/22

~~~~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~.._

UNITED Feature Syndicate
ACROSS
1 ----and
cons
5 Saurer fish
9 Trivial talk
14 Something
that entices
15 Act in jest
16 Took much
pleasure in
17 Patron.
1·8 Occumng
infrequently
19Make
rep~ratlon

20 Glutinous
material
22 Checks the
growth
23 Brief look
24 Facial
feature
25 Soapy foam
28 Makes a
loud noise
32 On the other
han~
33 Feeling
penitent
34 Set of
governing
rules
35 Average
36 Aromatic
plants
37 Beach
feature
38 Sin
39 Sheltered
nooks
40 Shrub fence
4 1 Repeats: 2
words
43 Fictional

Quality equipment for

NEED HELP WITH papers? Typing, editing, revision, research, & consul!alion. 281-3001. 10/13
DARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR. liB San Pedro
SE, 265-0335, Color TV's, tape decks, Slereo, ampli·
liers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. IOO:o dis·
count for student with ID. Quick service, Used TV's
forsale. 10/21

parHime as basket girl~ for gourmet sandwich deliv·
cry. Apply 515 Coal SW Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.·
J0:10u.m. 10/8
..... _ _

FORMER UNM CONCERT Choir members-donate or sell your old tuxedo and/or dress. Call Choral
Office: 277-4301. '10/12

MADEIRA ACOUSTIC GUITAR with hard shell
case, Beautiful condition. $21.5 or best offer. 255·
6369 evenings. l0/11

p.m. 10/11
GRINDER POCKETS ARE here at the Grinder
tory. Ill Cornell SE. 10/8

vouNawoMEN.wANi~D to work mornings

DUE TO DIVORCE. 1977 brand-new Kirby vacuum.
Assume payments of $7.47 a month. New warranty.
255-1535, 10/12

RACQUETBALL I' LAYERS! TRY our new Scamco
$558" balls. You'lllovc 'em! $2.88 for a can of two.
The Spinning Wheel, 109 Yale S.E., 242-7888,
10/IJ

3.

SCHWINN VARSITY, EX<:EI.I.ENT new condi·
tion, dtlfilblc chain, book rack, boule $130. Negotia·
l>lcnfte~ 5:00p.m.: 29')·1120. lOIII_. _

-~~~------------

SKATEBOARDS: GORDON & SMITH, Bahne,
Dennett Trucks, Cadillac precision wheels, Vandall
Wheels. Tennis Shop, 2901 Indian School Rd. NE •
262·1691.

SALE: PLANTS, CLOTHING & misc. items. Scott
Copying Machine needs repair. 268-4936 arter 2:00

--·-------

COLOR TV. NEW warranty, color & tint controls,
big screen. Assume payments of $7.00 per month.
255-7534. 10/12

USED OVATION GUiTAR, wilh hard case. 8819607 after 5:00p.m. 10/11

TOTE GOTE MOUNTAIN scooter $150.00. Good
Condition. 877·1745. 10/1 I

-

SPORTS CAR OWNERS! Pride Motors offers
speedy, reliable service of all make.s of sports and
touring imporJs. Tues.-Thurs. & Saturday. 8:30·
5:30,256-1763. 10/15

1967 JEEP WAGONEER 4 WD. Good shape $1,025
or offer. 281-9998. 10/14

FOUND: PUPPY OUTSIDE T1oodway off Yale and
Coal nile of October 6. Call Cindy or Ray Alfinl.
243-4102. 10/14

•

VELOCIPEDLERS-2 DAY SERVICE or less on
most repairs, High quality bicycles at lowest prices in
town. 5 blocks south of Central on Yale (down the
street from those other guys). The Bike Shop, 605
YaleSE. 842·9100. 10/13

BJCYCI.ISTSJ DON'T LOSE your bike to thieves
!his fall, Citadel locks now on sale at the Spinning
Wheel, Regularly $27.50, now $23.99. 109 Yale SE.
242-7888. 10/11

CASUAL CHAIRS $50 each; bar $100; t,win bed
$35; golf clubs $50; tables $40 each. Phone 268·5273.
10/8

~----.-

ca.ltsl_.2_0!! ~---. ~-~-- ---.. ·~~------
NEED CASH? EARN $100 plus, weekly. Call 831·
9435 I :00-2:00only! 10/8

-..-~-·-~

----------------~-PEOPLE! FOXY
REFLECTIONS a uni·sex hnir
studio has 5 hair stylisls lo ussist you, Across from
Presbyterian hospilal 1123 Central NE. It costs no
~~e.!:o!'..:J<.!'.:':~.nce~ sty~~~: 842-8300. 10/1)

l.OST: BROWN WALLET on baskelball courts
acro.ss from dorms. Reward, 277-2072, 10/13

•---~F"~-·

INTERESTED IN FREIGHTERS, Charter Flighls,
eurailpasses, long distance car pools, ski pools? We
arc designed for the budget traveler, Rideline 265·
9860, 303-449-6670, Intercontinental Travel Centre,
107 Ciirard 'Blvd. Sh, 255-6830, open noon-5:30
across from UNM. J0/7

'73 MERcl.ii~-Y-COMlH, 'E'm~LENT conditid"~~
cconomlcnl, good tires, new battery & puinl, $22W
orbestoffer.247-948l. 10/12

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San Pedro
SE, 265-0335. Color TV's, lape decks, stereo, ampli·
ficrs, auto radios. Install burglar nlarms. 100/o dis·
count for shtdents with I D. Quick service. Used TV's
for snle. 10/?.0

RALEIGH SPRITE EXCELLENT condition $75.00
842·1382 after five. 10/8

__,.. " - '

76 CORVETTE A.T., P.S., P.B., P.W., 350 L·B2,
Mags, AM· I'M, T·Top, 4,000 miles. 836-3608.
10/12

20 PORTABLE T-V's, $30 Ia $60.441 Wyoming NE.
255·5981. 10/18

FOUND: (JERALDil''lc ;.;NI',i-i(in~ Ifale';-~thl;;c
card. Clnlm Marron Hall Room 131. tfn

._...,,~-•••r

GRADUATE STUDENT OR studcm spouse. Part·
time work in mail room. 1·7:30 p.m. Monday tiHu
Friday. See John, Dataco, 1712 Lomas NE. No

GERMAN
SIIEPHF.RD-PROf·ESSJONAI.l. Y
I ruined guard dog-spaye<J. 266·2000 evenings.
'0/lt

GRINDER PO<:KETS ARI! here at the Grinder Fac·
tory. 111 Cornell SE. 1018

RI1CORDS AND TAPES~good price, good scloclion, good people, [. I' Ooodbuy, 3701 C'entral NE
(a•rms from Pnt HunJPhrey's). tfn

BICYCLES: WE HAVE the lighlest weight for the
money you cnn buy. Some on sale. R.C. Hallelt's.
843·9378. tfn

LOST: WED EVENING female Irish Seller
w/brokcn tooth. She Is ill & needs medication. 2423998. 10/14

-

0~-

LOST: TURQUOISE RING 9130176. First noor
S.U.Il. l!cwurdl Call 247·2946. I0/11

~--~·-·---~---~--~--~..:....:.:.:.:.._

LEAVING TOWN. '74, 14,000 milcs,4-door Deluxe
model, $50 down. llxcellcnt condition. $85/mo.Call
between 8 & 5, 345-441 I, Arellano. I 0/ll

.. hiking
• backpacking

•bicycling
•ski touring

CO:.OP SAVINGS PROGRAM

170em HEAD YAHOO SKIS look-GT bindings used
twice $160 firm; mens Lange l'hantom boots size-10
$85; ski rack $20.268-4813. 10/14
GRINDER POCKETS ARE here at the Grinder Fac·
tory.lllCornciJSE. 10/8
BAI(ERY CAPE SPECIAL! Chili-cheese sandwich
$1.25 W·F 11:30-3:00.118 Yale. 10/8
BELLY DANCE! CLASSES $5 weekly. The Blue
Hareem. 255-1%7. 10/12
FLYING LESSONS: EARN your private Pilot's
License {or $950; prepaid $885. Aeronautica Avia·
lion, 2774676, 10/12
TUTOR NEEDED. MATH I 02 (statistics), fee nego·
liable. Phone 294·8076& ask for Charles. 10/11

sheep
owner
44 Transit
damage
allowance
45 Sullen
46 A single
fiber
4 9 Artillery
discharges
53 "Common
Sense"
author
54 Infatuated
55Wind
indicating
device
56 Sian ding
57 one time
only
58 Issue with
authority
59 Where
Cardiff Is
60 Brewery
product
61 Senators:·
Abb~

Thursdays Puzzle Solved
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10 Chubby
37 Debases
11 English river
morally
12 Portable
39 Wind
shelter
instrumenls
13 WW-11
40 Customary
resistance
time
group
42 One's
21·---ager
emotional
22 Avoids
43 Adjoin
45 Skip about
24 V~uchers
25 HJQ_hway
excitedlY
.
stnps
26 Greek
46 EJect
marketplace47 Irish Kings'
DOWN
27
Wail
historic seat
1 Shoot:
28 Kind of
48 Red River
Slang
radio
Rebellion
2 Dodge
receiver
leader
3 City on the
29Avoidby
49Skeletal
Oka
artifice
4 Celestial
structure
30 Extent or
beings
50
Prey
perce131ion
5 More agile
51 Blue grape
31 Removal
6 Ringing
pigment
with
a
sound
broom
52
Becomes
7 Swiss river
fixed
8 Impart color 33 Metal
fastener
54 Watch
9 Thin metal
36 Affected
adornment
coat
deeply

DANCE-ART SERf ES. E~ploring personal imag·
cry. Six weeks, starting 25 OcJober. Call 242-9452
or 242·534:!. lOllS
£XPERII!NCED TYPIST 60¢ per page. 843-6161.
J0/14

.
Student
Directories
..

I

Will Be Available
Beginning Oct.13

...WftGR

For 25c··

@GG®~fJ@Aie@

,, With Valid ID

with

•
~

In the Stu-

dent Infor-mation·

Center
In the SUB

Have your oWn rocks concert:
just potir Southern Comfort
over ice and turn on the music.
Neat! Super with cola, 7UP,
tonic, orange juice or milk!

There's nothing more delicious than Southern

Comfort<~~>

on-the-rocks!

$end 1or.1 Ftee Retmti Gvlfle SOCJfHlRN COMFORt t.DkP 160PR0df UbU[UR st LOUrS. MD GJ1j2
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